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ABSTRACT

Pressures applied on decision makers to approve residential and recreational

deveþment on lands adjacent to the City of Winnipeg are significanr Access to

pertinent and cu¡rent information, and relevant analysis of potential impacts of policy

orplanning decision alternatives affecting the land are often not available in a timely

and understandabie fashion to those challenged with making the decisions.

Pan I of this study provides a summary of the literature dealing with the areas

of knowledge that should be understood by a landscape planner when working in an

urban fringe region.. Land use planning, the tools available to planners and the

institutional setting for a planning exercise should all be cleariy understood before a

planner could hope to provide credible assistance to decision-makers or landscape

designers.

Part tr of this study is a demonstration project. The project takes a

representative portion of Winnipeg's fringe region and, by using contemporary

landscape planning methodology and state-of-the-art geographic information systems

technoiogy, tests a set of rural residential and recreation development policies adopted

by ùe local planning authority. The project demonstrates that integration of the

consideration can for all pertinent issues related to land and resource management can

be achieved and that the author has deveþed a mastery of the practical skills required

to apply the landscape planning methodology reviewed in Pan I.
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COMPUTER-AIDED
LANDSCAPE PLANNING

for
WINNIPEG'S URBAN FRINGE ENVIRONMENT

PART I

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION



The historic love/hate relationship of people with nature has been a pervasive

force in shaping both the nature and qualiry of life on our planet. We know that all

species affect within their sphere of influence and thus contribute to shaping our

environment. None that we know of though, has done so in such a profound manner

as have human beings. From the rocks geologists and archaeologists have leamed of

periods of relative stability and times of upheaval that have ma¡ked sudden change in

the shaping of our planet. One would speculate that several thousand years from now,

authors will note the inroduction of agriculture, the Industrial Revolution and possibly

the Post Indusn''ial Revolution as times of dramatic change in senlement patterns left by

the human occupation of the earth.

Today we can all agree that over the past few thousand years, and especially in

the last hundred and frfry since industrialization, most degradation in environmental

quality has been a direct result of humanity's relentless passion for change and ou¡

increasing willingness to apply technological interventions to alter most of the world's

life support systems.

Applied technology and the population explosion have, and continue to exert

pressure on the planet's finite resources. Resulting from this pressure are a variety of

dilemmas that relate to how we use our land resources. The land use dilemmas affect

people at all levels of society. With the general trend in human settlement being

towa¡d increased urbanization, the dilemmas are most prominently experienced in

fringe regions of most urban centres. This paper is about understanding the forces

that affect the competition for resources, the decision-making processes for allocating
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resources and demonsfating a method of integrating the plethora of resource

information into the decision-making processes.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:
Pressures applied on decision makers to approve residential and recreational

development on lands adjacent to the City of Winnipeg are significantl. Access to

pertinent and cu¡rent information, and relevant analysis of potential impacts of a policy

or planning decision affecting the land are often not available in a timely and

understandable fashion to those challenged with making decisions.

INTENT:
The intent of this study is to demonstrate the use of computer-assisted

landscape planning to aid the decision-making process in dealing with residential and

recreational development pressure in a fringe region of the Ciry of Winnipeg. It is

proposed that the demonstrated methodology has the potential of managing the

plethora of pertinent information and making it available in an understandable format

to the decision makers in a timely fashion, and further, the ability to present land use

models of particular policy or planning decisions for consideration early on in the

planning process. The author speculates that through the use of computer-aided

landscape pianning, as a planning tool, responsible and informed decision-making can

be enhanced.

1 Insrirure ol Urban Srudies, Urban Limit Line: Some Issues (March 1990), University of Winnipeg,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.



BACKGROUND:

Over two decades ago the Greek urban theorist Constantine Doxiadis predicted

that, within 100 years, total human population on the earth would be in the order of

20 to 30 billionl . He predicted that by then the expanding megalopolitan centres, like

those of the north Atlantic region of the United States, would be representative of the

dominant growth pattern in the world, and that these cent¡es would be interconnected

with "total universal seftlement". He labeled his proposed settlement pattern the

"Ecumenic Cify" or "Ecumenopolis".

Although Doxiadis'population projections have been discounted by figures

released recently by the United NaLions'World Commission on Environment and

Development, which speculate world population will stabilize some time in the next

century at around eight to fou¡teen billion, the numbers a¡e still staggering2.

In 1985, Julius Gy. Fabos of the University of Massachusetts translated the

projected population go'ù/th into land conversion at the U.S. national level. He

reported that in the United States alone, since the 1950's, about three million ac¡es of

rural land per year has been convened from agriculrural production to an alternate use.

1 Doxiadis, Constantinos 4., Between Dystopia and Unpia, Trinity College hess, Hartford,
Connecticut, 1966

2 The World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Futu¡e, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1987.
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His report points out rhar most of the development in the first 25 years after the

Second World War occurred around large cities, but during the 1970's, metropolitan

area development was less uniform3.

The 1980 U.S. census report on population trends in metropolitan areas

revealed that half of the largest metropolitan centres had either lost population, or thei¡

gowth was insignificant. Contrary to the metropolitan growth pattern were the results

demonsrrating that at least one third of the 40 largest urban regions of the United

States had shown growth of between 23 to 63 percent in the years between 1970 and

1980. The significant gowth trend was found to be in many small rural

communities4. This new growth pattern was not, and is not, specific to the United

States. It has been recognized as an issue in Canada and it has continued throughout

the eighties5.

In I979M. Bunce, a Toronto geographer, presented a paper at the annual

meeting of the Canadian Association of Geographers in which he outlined the

Canadian population rrends of tl¡e'1970's and projected them to the year 20006. He

did this in an attempt to predetermine development pressures in the urban fringe region

of Toronto. His projections included a steady increase in the population of fringe

municipalities.

3 Fabos, Julius Gy., l¿nd Use Planning from Global to Local Chatlenge, Chapman and Hall, New

York, 1985.
4 Federal Bureau of Statisúcs, 1980 US Census Report.
SSutistics Canada, 1986 Canada Census.
6Bunce, Michael, Rural Settlemenr and the Ambiguity of the Urban Fringe, in Rural-Urban Fringe:
Canadian Perspectives, Geographical Momographs No. 10, 1981.



The Toronto population reported by Bunce begins in 1950 with numbers of

approximately two hundred and twenty thousand people, and increases by two million

by the year 2000. This proposed trend contrasted sharply with the expected pattern of

$owrh for the metropolitan area where the population began in 1950 at one and a half

million and was speculated to grow steadily until the early 1970's, where it was to

Ievel off ar just over two million. The meropolitan population was proposed to begin

to decline in the mid 1980's. Bunce's projections have proven to be relatively

accurate.

Inevitably every major urban center has a signihcant impact on the

development that occurs on land within its sphere of influence. Rural to urban

migration, urban sprawl, energy consumptive settlement patterns, private land

ownership and control, and the proliferation of federal, provincial and municipal

regulations collectively give rise to conflicting land use patterns, and policies that

affect development in these urban fringe regions.

The automobile has been widely recognized as a catalyst that has fostered rural

residential and recreational development in the area within commuting range of most

cities. ft was reported in 1981 that a large share of the urban population of the United

States lived in cenÍal cities of 50,000 people or more, while there was another group

of a similar size, that lived in a¡eas in the periphery of those centres. The fringe areas

included incorporated and unincorporated cenres, many of which sewe as suburbs of

the larger cities.
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In 1989 Bruce Stutz, senior editor of Natural History magazine in New York

City, published an arricle in the journal Landscape Architecture entitled "Up Against

Ecology". In the article, which was part of a special edition of the journal dealing with

the ecological imperative in landscape planning, Stuz focuses on the challenges of

resource conservation in developing rural areas of densely populated regions in the

United statesl.

A previous issue of this same journal featured a different editorial focus --

"Edge Cities". Edge Cities, it turns out, have very much to do with Stutz's subject.

Edge Cities a¡e, it was explained by Joel Garreau a geographic demographer, a

contemporary urban phenomenon described as; " high-rise, Semiautonomous, job-

laden, road-clogged communities of enorrnous size, springing up on the edges of old

urban fabric where nothing existed ten years before but residential suburbs or cow

pastures"2.

Are either the Ecological Imperative or the Edge City phenomenon new

issues? V/hat does the recent emphasis on changes in the resulting form and the

planning merhodology of urban development mean to those involved in landscape

planning and design? To add¡ess these questions one needs to look at urban

development trends and reactions to those trends in the recent past.

1 Stuø, 8., Up Against Ecology, in Landscape Architectu¡e, March, 1989.
2 Carreau, J., Edge Cities, in Landscape Architecture, December, i988.
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The environmental imperative is not new. Its roots can be traced fa¡ back in THE STUDY

the cenrury but, in tenns of contemporary history, its roots lie in the popular

environmental movement of the late 1960's and early 1970's. John Lyle, a professor This study has been documented in two parts. Part one will summarize the

of landscape architecture at the California Polytechnical Institute at Pomona, has traced author's f,rndings resulting from a literature review in the a¡eas of knowledge

rhe sources of this movement. As a result of his srudies he has proposed discussed above. The second part of this paper will be a demonstration project. The

modifications to existing decision-making procedures and advocated the use of more project is designed to:

sophisticated tools of analysis. - demonstrate that the author has mastery of the practical skills

required to apply landscape planning methodologYt and

Today, to assist in integrating environmental and resource related information - to demonstrate how the computer-assisted landscape planning

in land use planning exercises undertaken by a decision-making authoúty addressing methodology has the abiliry to integrate a huge amount of

issues in the Winnipeg region, landscape planners must have an understanding of envi¡onmental and resource related information into existing

th¡ee distinct but intricately associated areas of knowledge. First, to have a good decision-making processes by modelling the potential outcome of

background planners must understand land use planning in Canada, Manitoba and the the rural residential and recreation policies enunciated in the R.M. of

Winnipeg region. Further to this, an understanding of the general landscape planning MacDona-ld Development PIan.

process developed from Patrick Geddes', Benton MacKaye's, G. Angus Hills', Ian

McHarg's and more recently John Lyle's theory and how it applies to contemporary Part I
planning procedures is mandatory. Second, one must understand the issues Over the years, decision makers have applied contemporary societal values

associated with land use planning and the environment. More specifically for this when determining what certain kinds of development will be allowed, and where. The

study, an understanding of the issues associated with urban fringe development is chapter on Land Use Planning will deal with the evolving decision making processes

necessary. And finally, knowledge of "state of the art" geographic information within which decisions have been made in order to understand how these decisions are

systems (GIS) and their applications in landscape planning is of growing importance. made in the 1990's. In the chapter we will see that, since the 1970's, land use

planning has played a major role in dealing with socioeconomic factors affecting

development in Canada, Manitoba, and by looking closer, the fringe region around

V/innipeg.
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Geographic information systems are not new. The capture, storage and Part 2

management of information that addresses the questions of "what and where" have

been in existence in some form since people began ro communicate. What is new is Pan} of this paper is a project that demonstrates a practical application of the

the difference between conventional and historical methods of achieving these knowledge reviewed in Part 1. The author selected a manageable and cha¡acteristic

objectives, and today's tools for auromaring the processes. The title of a recenr portion of the fringe region around the ciry of Winnipeg to demonstrate the application

national conference; "Geographic Information Systems, Challenge for the 90's" of the computer-assisted landscape planning methodology. The study area is

demonstrates the emergence of a change in the processing of this type of informarion. characteristic because many of the development issues discussed in Part 1 are

expenenced there, and further, there was a recently documented set of policies which

The chapter entitled Tools of this paper will deal with the landscape planning were beginning to be applied to land use decisions affecting that area- The primary

methodology developed by Geddes, Hills, McHarg and now Lyle, and how that demand for development in the area was found to be for land to accommodate rural

methodology is being automated through the use of contemporary computer based residences and recreational facilities. In response to the noted demand, the computer-

Geographic Information Systems. The Sening chapter will review historical aided landscape planning method was applied in response to the problem statement

institutional developments for the Winnipeg region. This review is provided to give and to meet the intent of the study that was previously set forward.

context to contemporary administrative arra¡gements in the Winnipeg region.

It will be demonstrated in the Issues chapter of this paper that the influences

affecting the form that development takes in the fringe region around the ciry of

Winnipeg can be categorized in two key areas: biophysical and socioeconomic.

The biophysical component of the landscape is complex, and often presents a

variety of concerns to planners. The noted chapter will show that, often, the

biophysicat attributes of the landscape can be viewed as presenting opportunities to

developers. Conversely, depending on the nature of the proposed development and

the combination of biophysical anributes of a particular landscape, a constraint can be

realized.
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COMPUTER-AIDED
LANDSCAPE PLANNING

for
WINNIPEG'S URBAN FRINGE ENVIRONMENT

PART I

LITERATURE REVIEW

LAND USE PLANNING



I,AND I]Str PI,ANNING:

Land use planning is a very general term used in Canada in a number of

different contexts. The Canadian government and all provincial and territorial

governments have adopted various processes for considering decisions about how to

use the land resources within their area of jurisdiction. In addition to decisions

affecting the use of land resources, processes have been developed to effect decision-

making with respect to the management, conservation and utilization of most natural

resources. Management of natural resources ¡emains closely related and even integral

to land use decision-making.

In most jurisdictions in Canada these processes have common, or at least

closely related goals and objectives; the "better" use of available resources, land or

otherwise. In practice the land use planning and resource planning processes overlap,

often to the point of becoming indistinguishable. What separates them is the legal or

administrative framework within which they operate.

The purpose of the following section is to provide an overview of the common

land use decision-making processes now applied in Canada and report on the siruation

as it exists in the province of Manitoba in the early 1990's.
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BACKGROUND:

To understa¡d how land use decisions a¡e made in nineties, it will be useful to

review the historical development of land use and resou¡ce planning in Canada.

Confederation

In 1867, when it became a nation, Canada's population was dispersed in a

rural agrarian dominated settlement pattem. During the years after Confederation and

approaching the turn of the century, urban growth exceeded Canada's overall

population gowth. Canada was beginning to become urbanized.

In the early 1900's, provincial governments were beginning to express

concerns about the haphazard urban expansion that was taking place. These concerns

resulted in acrion, taking the form of legislation enabling municipalities to prepare

what they called "master plans". With a "master plan" a municipality was able to

affect rhe parrern of future land use. Contról was asserted by enacting by-laws

prescribing the type of development for the private lands within thei¡ jurisdiction. The

enabling legislation passed by the provinces usually reflected contemporary thinking

about the municipal government's role as city or town planners. The local/urban

orientation of enabling provincial legislation has persisted until today.



Commission of Conservation:

Consequences of urbanization and resource consumption during the early

years of the twentieth century led the federal government, in 1909, to appoint a

Commission of Conservation. The disappearance of most of central and eastern

Canada's mixed and hardwood forests and the clearing of a great deal of land for

agriculrure led to a growth in public concern over resource conservation. The federal

government held the primary responsibility for resource management at the time.

Reports and studies generated for the federal government by the Commission of

Conservation demonstrated an undentanding of the present day concept of sustainable

development. An exemplary report was the 1917, Thomas Adams report on Rural

Plannin_g and Development. Despite the Commission's apparent foresight, it was

disbanded in 1921.

Even during the time of the Commission of Conservation, the idea of planning

for efficient resource use in a coordinated way was not entirely novel, but the concept

had not been effectively put into practice to any significant extent. One of the first

Canadian efforts that could be interpreted as an attempt to coordinate resource

consumption while enhancing environmental quality was the Prairie Farm

Rehabilitation Act (PFRA) of 1935. This federai government act, among other things,

provided support for soil and water conservation.
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Post World War II:

During the years after the Second World War, the pressure for urban

expansion resurfaced. The renewed pressure served to refocus federal and provincial

governments'attention toward the role that municipal land use planning could play.

Federal progmms were planned and were to be delivered through the then Central and

now Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). Most of the efforts were

intended to provide control for substantial urban expansion.

The provinces' efforrs were intended to strengthen the capabilities and legal

land use planning powers of the municipal government units. In many instances the

provincial governments did this by providing encouragement for the formation of

larger planning units (more than one municipality) and by extending planning services

support and the authority for control of planning decisions to them. The provinces'

efforts affected most frequently in the fringe areas of major urban centers (the urban

fringe). The primary control mechanism adopted by most provinces and municipal

governments was a land subdivision approval process.

Although the renewed interest in controlling urban growth was primarily

inrended to address economic problems such as the cost of infrastructure development,

a spin-off benefit resulted for the resource conservation effort. The benefits accrued

by limiting rhe conversion of rural agricultural lands to urban type land use in the

"urban shadow" of most major urban centers.



Increasingly the "loss" of productive agricultural land was becoming a public

issue, although it was of secondary or even tertiary importance in affecting the

decisions determining the pattern of development. Throughout this period and until

the present, land use planning remained, at least in principle, a responsibility of the

municipal level of government. In practice, the provincial governments, usually

through sections written into the enabling legislation, maintained regulatory control.

Resource Planning:

The issues that were behind the increased awa¡eness of a need to control

resource use and management that spurred the appointment of the Commission on

Conservation in the early part of the 20th century began to resurface during the post

war era- These issues began to be considered in conjunction with traditional municipal

land use issues. It happened at all levels of decision-making. Examples of

governments' attempts to make better use of land and resources in a coordinated way

include Ontario's Conservation Authorities Act of 1946, the federal Agricultural

Rehabilitation and Development Act (ARDA) of 1961 and a series of federaVprovincial

agreements to study resource issues within several "river basin" geographic units. We

will note a reoccurrence of the latter type of initiative as part of current efforts on-

going in Manitoba in the nineties.

In 196i the federal government, demonstrating its support for coordinated

resource and land use planning, hosted a major national conference called "Resources

for Tomorrow". The Conference provided a forum for federal, provincial and

municipal government off,rcials to exchange experiences and their ideas on land use
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planning and resource management issues. The event provided the incentive that

eventually resulted in some provincial efforts to adopt a system of coordinated

resource management, referred to in some jurisdictions as Integrated Resource

Planning 1.

Another feature of the sixties that contributed to the present land use and

resource planning situation was a heightened public environmental awareness. It is

notable that the concern for sustainability of natural resource use has been a thread

carried throughout this entire discussion; an enduring public issue. Concerns over the

effects of human activities on the natural environment had been expressed far back in

the century, but it was not until the sixties, with the publication of such books as

Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, did the environment become a significant public and

political issue.

Environmental Impact Assessment:

The major outcome of the environmental movement in the United States during

the sixties was the federal government's adoption of the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969. This legislation established environmental impact

assessment as a formal process to aid government decision-making. Although

environmental assessmenr was project-oriented by nature, it was intended to apply to

government programs and even policy development. It became a significant

instrument to affect what occurred on the landscape in subsequent years.

1 A Systemfor Integrated Resource Planning in Alberta, Alberta Energy and Natural Resources,

Resource Evaluation and Planning Division, 1983.



Canada followed the U.S. example of institutionalizing environmental impact

assessment in 1973 by proclaiming the Canadian Environmental Protection Act

(CEPA), and establishing the Environmental Review and Assessment and Process

(EARP). The assessment process became mandatory as a result of a Cabinet

Guideline Order in 1984 requiring all projects with the potential to impact a component

. of the environment within federal jurisdiction to be subjected to the prescribed

environmental impact assessment process. Most provincial governments followed the

federal government's lead over the following several years; each jurisdiction adopting

legislation to ensure that project level development underwent a review taking into

account environmental factors. More recently, there is a movement toward having

municipal levels of government adopt environmenral protection and assessment review

responsibility.
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CONTEMPORARY LAND USE PLANNING PROCESSES:

In Canada the¡e are two fundamentally different types of land tenure: private

lands and those owned and managed by the "Crown". C¡own ownership refers to

lands whose use is administered by government. Subsequently there are different

adminisrarive processes for deciding what is, will be or should be an appropriate use

for the available land resource.

Municipal Land Use Planning

Of the historical land use decision-making processes discussed in the

preceding section, municipal planning is the only one for which the responsibility is

clearly assigned. It is clearly understood to be an activity which is a function of

municipal government; an area of provincial and territoriat jurisdiction. The distinction

here is significant. The belief that land use planning, including planning for resource

management, is not a federal responsibility is pervasive.

History demonstrates that municipal and urban land use planning is mainly a

response to problems arising from urban growth. Its processes have evolved from the

powers delegated to municipal councils or local and regional planning boa¡ds by the

provincial level of government. Planning is usually focused on controlling

development on private lands and the required and related services. Hence, the goals

and objecrives of municipal planning tend to be dominated by local concerns, such as



controlling servicing costs and enhancing the local tax base, rather than by the broader

re source man agemen t or environmental de gradation i ssue s.

Most provincial governments exercise some control over land use decision-

making. This happens through providing direction, in the form of policy, and

professional planning expertise to the councils challenged with making planning

decisions; making the resultant plans subordinate to the minister involved; or both. In

this kind of situation, the only point at which coordination of consideration for broader

issues can be accomplished, is the at a provincial level. The result is, provincial

efforts seem to be regulatory rather than participatory in nature.

The local focus on enhancing the tax base, normally demonstrated in a

municipal land use planning exercises, is unfortunate in so much as the fate of

agricultural land, wetland habitat, riparian zones, threatened dry land habitat,

aggregate resources, and often water quality is determined by the outcome. It is
encouraging though, that this local focus is changing. I suggested this earlier in the

paper by reporting that some municipal jurisdictions are adopting environmental

protection and assessment responsibüiry.

All indications would suggest that municipal planning, as an administrative

process, will undoubtedly be a key mechanism in affecting land use decisions, and

ultimately the pattern of human settlement and the form of the built environment in

future years.
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Crown Lands Planning:

Provincial lands that exist outside established municipal boundaries in

unorganized territory are normally quite sparsely settled. It was mentioned that, for

the most part, rhese lands are owned by the Crown and administered by their

respecrive provincial authority. There is some exception to this rule though. This

exception exists where the federal government has jurisdiction, i.e.: India¡ Reserves,

federal Crown Lands, etc.. Land use planning has a different focus for these less

developed areas. The focus is normally on exploitable resource management and

includes consideration for merchantable forests, minerals, lvater, commercial and

sport fish and wildlife and other wilderness resources.

The administration of Crown iand normally falis under the authority of a single

ministry. Crown Lands Branch of Manitoba Natural Resources is an example.

Regularly within the ministry there are branches with management responsibility for

separate resource sectors, in addition to those with Crown land management

responsibility. It was reported earlier that coordination of a planning exercise to

achieve integrated resource (land use) management was being reached, to some

degree, in each of the provincial jurisdictionsl. Planning for integtated resource

management is regularly undertaken by an interdisciplinary planning committee

reporting to an interdeparrnentai committee of senior officiais and then to Cabinet.

1 Bregha, Francois, Greene, G., Resource Futures International ,Discussion Paper on

Inrcglated Resource Planning, Lanil Use Planning and Environmental Impact
Assõssment as Instruments lor Promoting Sustainable Development in Canada,
September, 1990.



In most provinces there a¡e also lands owned in the organized areas of the

south that are controlted by the Crown . Because the use of these lands is normally

consistent with that of the surrounding private lands, a process of coordinating

planning has usually evolved. These lands are normally administered by the province

and therefore it is common that the primary goals and objectives of those challenged

with the planning exercise for Crown land will be significantly different than those

applied by municipal councils. Coordination of the divergent interests is required.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA):

Environmental impact assessment is a relatively new decision-making process

that affects land and resource use. It has grown from the public's concern for the

envi¡onmental damage created by large development projects and past mismanagement

of natural resources. It was adopted in Canada from the American model, to fit
Canadian culrural values.

It is generally accepted in the literarure that environment impact assessment is a

process conceived to predict impacts to the environment that could result from a

proposed actionl. Normally the issues given consideration in the assessment process

a¡e the bio-physical environment and human health concerns. Dependent on the area

of jurisdiction of the decision maker and the applicable review process, consideration

may also be given to impacts related to the socioeconomic environment. EIA

I Richatdson, Nigel, Owen, T., Study to Evaluate Relationships Between Three
Planning Processes and to ,4,ss¿ss Their Application as Tools for Sustainable
Developmenf, Report to the Federal Provincial Committee on l¿nd Use, 1990.
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processes are intended to assess and communicate information about such impacts in a

form which can be used by planners and decision-makers. Going through the

assessment process usually will result in recognition of areas of considerable concern

and, ideally, the development of plans to prevent, mitigate or compensate for

consequences that are perceived to be undesirable.

EIA is mainly intended to focus on project level review, although recentiy it is

beginning to be applied, however awkwardly, to programs and policy development.

Once passed, the Canadian Federal Government's environmental legislation Bill C-13

wül legislate the application of an environmental assessment process to federal policy

decision-making in Canada- Environmental assessment processes have largely been

administered by senior levels of government and superimposed upon land use and

resource planning exercises, rather than integrated with them. Increasingly, however,

the environmental assessment process plays a role in how land use decisions are being

made and, hopefully, contributes positively to the general pattern of development in

Canada.

Principal Categories of Land Use Planning:

There is both a geographic and an administrative jurisdictional split between

the principle categories of land use ddcision-making in southern Canada. It has been

demonstrated that there is a great deal of difference be¡ween the goals and objectives of

each. The situation has some practical justification owing to the evolution, allocation

and devolution of provincial and municipal responsibilities, rather than to any planned

management structure for the provinces' lands and resources.



MAI{ITOBA

The purpose of the following section will be to provide a description of the

status of decision-making processes, relative to land and resource use, in the province

of Manitoba. The discussion begins with municipal and Crown land planning and

then briefly describes the status of environmental impact assessment adtl its role in the

decision-making process. The section will conclude with a description of the

Province's attempt to integtate these processes.

Municipal Planning in Manitoba

There are two acts that govetn municipal land use planning in Manitoba, The

Planning Act (presently being amended) and the City of Winnipeg Act (recently

amended). These two Acts a¡e fashioned in a manner consistent with that model

described ea¡lier in the discussion of municipal planning in Canada.

Manitoba Rural Development (formerly Municipal Affairs) administers the

Planning Act in Manitoba. The only exception to this rule is in the North in

unorganized areas. There planning responsibility lies with the Department of Northem

Affairs. The City of V/innipeg administration has evolved to a point where it has a

sophisticated bureaucracy capable of planning for its own growth, and therefore has

had land use planning authority delegated to it by the Province in separate legislation;

i.e.. The City of V/innipeg Act. The City of Winnipeg Act is administered by a

separate ministry; Manitoba Urban Affairs.
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The Province, under conditions in The Planning Act, supports the formation

of planning units in rural Manitoba that are larger than the traditional single municipal

authority. The Planning Act offers an increase in the areas of administrative

jurisdiction to a larger planning unit and also additional resources. The larger units a¡e

called Planning Districts, and are regularly made up of two or more municipalities.

Once two or more municipal jurisdictions have joined to form a Disrrict, necessary

agreements have to be made with the Province i.e.; adoption of their own land use

policies. A District is thereby able to gain control over land use planning and

subdivision within its geographic boundaries, and subsequently exercise greater

control of the pattern of its development. There were 27 such planning disrricts

established in Manitoba at the time this report was prepared. ( Manitoba Rural

Development Annual Report, pers. com., 1992)

Provincial Land Use Policies

ln Manitoba, the approval of a municipal development plan or a basic planning

sratemenr is panially based upon compliance of the policies contained therein with the

Provinciai Land Use Policies. Outside of existing planning disricts and municipalities

with a development plan, land use decisions are guided by the Policies. Manitoba has

13 land use policies. Their texts cover issues associated with agricultural resources,

rural and urban residential development, recreational areas along shoreiines, resource

areas, aggegate resources, haza¡dous lands and highways.



It would not be useful to review each in detail as part of this discussion. What

needs to be reported is that these Policies have, since their adoption in 1980, been

used to guide decision-making with respect to Provincial approval of land use

proposals and municipal development plans. Contemporary with the preparation of

this paper, the hovincial Land Use Policies were under-going a review and rewrite.

The outcome of that exercise was released in the summer of 1993. The document was

expanded, while the number of policies was reduced to nine.

It is interesting to note the wording of the report of the all-party Special

Committee on Land Ownership and Use which led to the development of the

Provinciai Land Use Policies, as follows

"Sincere and deep concerns were expressed in written and oral

presentations for the need for responsible stewardship of our

agricultural resources in order to protect the well-being of the present

and future generations of this Province and the World."

This report was tabled in the Legislature in 1978. The concern for "...present and

future generations..." has since been echoed in an number of landmark documents,

including the National Task Force on Environment and Economy and Our Common

Future, The World Commission Report on Environment and Development.

The Cit-v of Winnipeg Act

It has previously been noted that the City of V/innipeg has had land use

planning jurisdiction, as well as other areas of responsibility, delegated to it by the
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Province. This jurisdictional arrangement reflects the fact that the City is the most

prominent municipality in Manitoba and has over half of the province's population

living within its boundaries. The administration of the City is controlled by The City

of Winnipeg Act which, in general terms, parallels pofiions of The Planning Act.

There are differences though. One fundamental difference is that the Minister of

Urban Affairs, rather than the Minister of Rural Development, is the approving

authority for purposes of The Ciry of V/innipeg Act.

The City of V/innipeg has an obvious advantage over smaller municipalities in

that it has a huge tax base. This accounts for another difference. The City does not rely

on professional planning aid from the Province. In a general sense the City's planning

jurisdiction includes both the normal authority of a municipaliry and that of a planning

district under The Planning Act.

Under the original City of V/innipeg Act and Plan Winnipeg, the City had

planning jurisdicrion that extended beyond the actual City boundaries. This area of the

City's fringe was known as the "Winnipeg Additional Zone". A mo¡e detailed

explanation of this situation may be found in the Institutional Setting chapter of this

report. The City's land use planning authority in the Additional Zone caused a great

deal of fricion between the municipalities affected and the City. For this reason

planning jurisdiction was removed and the AdditionalTnne abolished in 1990, when

the City of Winnipeg Act was amended.



Crown Lands Planning in Manitoba

Formal planning for the use of Crown lands in Manitoba has, since resource

management was delegated to the provinces, been the responsibility of the provincial

government. Planning is normally conducted within an interdisciplinary and

interdepartmental committee structure. The Department of Natural Resources has the

formal responsibility for the administration of Crown lands under the Crown Lands

Act. Also, as its name suggests, Manitoba Natural Resources has the responsibility

for management of many of the province's resources. Resource planning is integrai to

the land use planning efforts for Crown land. Therefore, the Department of Natural

Resources plays a lead role in land use decision-making relative to Crown land.

Land use planning and the classification (zoning) of Crown land in Agro-

Manitoba (southern) is the responsibility of the Crown Lands Classification

Committee. This interdepartmental committee has representation from Manitoba

Agriculture, Rural Development, Naturai Resources, Northern Affairs, Environment

and Energy and Mines. The Crown Lands Classification Committee reports to and

receives direction from the Provincial Land Use Committee of Cabinet.

The management and administration of Crown land is shared by Manitoba

Natural Resources, Agriculture and Northern Affairs. Agricultural Crown Lands

Branch, Manitoba Agriculture issues agricultural leases and permits for those Crown

lands which are designated by the Crown Lands Classification Committee for
agricultural use. The day to day administration of other Crown land uses is

undertaken by the Lands Branch of Manitoba Narural Resources.
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For Crown land planning purposes, the Province is divided into regions, each

with a Block Planning Committee responsible for expediting the planning exercise for

their respective regions. The Block Planning Committee develops an Operational

Crown Land Plan for the region, which then in turn becomes a part of the overall

provincial Crown land planning program. Operational Plans implement provincial

Crown Land Policy that has been developed by the Crown Lands Classification

Comminee and endorsed by the Provincial Land Use Committee of Cabinet.

The Provincial Crown Land Plans that are approved by the Crown Land

Classification Committee state provincial land use goals, intent, policy and describe

the land use categories for the Crown lands in a particular area. The Operational

Crown Land Plans are approved by the Crown I-ands Classification Committee

subject to any appeals directed to the P¡ovincial Land Use Comminee of Cabinet.

Some Crown land is subject to a special Order in Council and therefore fall

outside the planning jurisdiction of the Crown Land Classification Committee. Each

Order in Council designates the intended use of the lands in question and charges an

agency with responsibility for planning its management. Examples of this are

provincial park lands under the Park Lands Act administered by Parks Branch of
Manitoba Naturai Resources, V/ildtife Management Areas administered by the Wildtife

Branch and established under The Wildlife Act , and kovincial Forests, etc.

The drafting of a management plan for one of these smaller planning units,

i.e.: a Provincial Park, is initiated by the specific agency charged with that unit's

administration.



The actually planning exercise is either conducted by staff of the department

involved, or a consultant. In both of the above cases, planning direction would be

provided by an interdepartmental technical advisory or steering committee. Once the

planning exercise is completed and a draft plan is prepared, it would normally be

taken forwa¡d through the Interdepartmental Planning Boa¡d / Provincial Land Use

Committee approval process. The P¡ovincial Land Use Committee of Cabinet is the

ultímate approving authority in most cases. The Minister responsible for the

legislation that the planning was conducted under would be the signing authority

required for Government to formally adopt a development plan and put it into effect.

Conservation Districts

The Conservation Districts Act was passed in 1976. It was intended that,

under The Act, planning for all aspects of soil, water, and related resource problems

could be accomplished at a watershed level under this enabling legislation. At the time

of writing there a¡e six Conservation Districts established under the Act. This number

represents a very small area of the province and, obviously, a small portion of the

province's watersheds.

A District, e.g. Cook's Creek Conservation District, is an association of
volunteer municipalities. Under conditions of the Act, a District Boa¡d is set up to

administer program funding. The funding comes partialiy from the Province, (now

Rural Development, formerly from Natural Resources) and the remainder from the

participating municipalities. Each district has a full time manager with responsibiliry
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for the day-to-day operation of the district and coordination of the planning exercise.

The District Conservation Plan, once agreed upon at the district level, goes through a

similar approval process as that conducted for the smaller planning units described

above.

Over the history of the program, districts have focused primarily on planning

for, and development of drainage systems within their respective watersheds. While

the more progressive districts have examined a breadth of issues within their area of

jurisdiction, conservation districts normally have not reached their potential as

integrated resource planning vehicles. Their small numbers, limited geographic area,

nanow focus and inability to link themselves with broader provincial policies and

issues have ümited their potential.

In 1989, the Conservation Districts Authority, the agency established to

provide professional assistance to the individual districts, and the program funding for

Conservation Districts became part of Manitoba Rural Development's adminislration.

Recently proposed changes to The Planning Act are intended to facilitate the

assimilation of the Conservation Disrricts program into a more integrated planning

process to be administered by Manitoba Rural Development.



Environmental Impact Assessment: Manitoba

Manitoba's existing Environment Act was passed in July of 1987. It replaced

the former Clean Environment Act passed in 1968 and the Environmental Assessment

and Review Process adopted as a Provincial Cabinet Policy in 1975. Under conditions

of The Act, an Environment Act Licence is required for any private or public

development with environmental significance in Manitoba. The Act defines

environment very broadly, necessarily including the socioeconomic environment as

part of its intended scope. The environmental assessment process defined in The Act is

very much consistent with the generic model described ea¡lier as having evolved from

the U.S. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The defined process is directed

at project level decision-making, and is focused at providing a public review of the

environmental impacts that could potentially result from a proposed development.

One distinguishing feature of The Act is that it applies to private as well as public

projects.

Activities which fall subject to the Environment Act are described as

Developments throughout the Act. Under The Act, the assessment of development

proposals can take one of three forms dependent on their relative environmental

significance, and accordingly, these developments have been separated into three

classes. Manitoba Regulation I&188 provides a detailed definition of Class 1,2, and

3 developments. The Act itself sets out the review process associated with each Class

of Deveiopment.
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A Class I Development is essentially pollution related. Examples of Class i
Developments would include asphalt plants, feed mills, foundries and building

product operations. Class 2 Developments are activities with significant

environmental implications usually caused by factors other than pollution. Activities

related to resource use, water control and development, electrical transmission and

highways are examples of Class 2 Developments. A Class 3 review involves

assessment of a very large scale project. Major hydro electric developments, water

diversions and stream alterations for irrigation water storage works would be the types

of projects qua-lifying as Class 3 Developments.

Public hearings regarding Licensing and other decision-making required under

The Act are conducted by the Clean Envi¡onment Commission. The Commission is

an independent board, appointed by the provincial government, with responsibility

for making recommendations to the Minister of Environment respecting the issues it is

asked to review.

A 199i amendmenr to the Environment Act established a mechanism for the

Provincial Government to enter into an agreement with another jurisdiction for the

purposes of jointly appointing a Panel to conduct a public environmental review of a

development proposal. This situation is necessitated when a development proposal

requires a decision from both jurisdictions. Part of the responsibility of a jointly

appointed panel would be to conduct pubiic hearings on behalf of both Ministers of

Environment, thereby replacing the role of the Clean Environment Commission in the

Manitoba process.
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In order to avoid duplication of decision-making responsibilities, the INTEGRATION OF PLANI{II\G PROCESSES IN
Environment Act specifically allows for the Minister of Environment to enter into a MANITOBA
Memorandum of Understanding with any other Minister in order to ensure that the

intent of the Environment Act is met with respect to a development proposal review Manitoba has a long history of linking environmental assessment with

specific ro rhar Minister's area of responsibility. Any such Memorandum entered into planning for the use of Crown lands administration and municipal and other land use

is subject, under The Act, to unilateral cancellation by the Minister of Environment in planning processes. For many years the integration of land and resou¡ce use decision-

the case of non-performance by the delegated deparrrnent. making has been institutionalized. Ultimately all land or resource related decisions

within provincial jurisdiction are vetted through the Provincial Land Use Committee of

Environmental Assessment, as it is legislated in Manitoba, is not a planning Cabinet (PLUC). The Provincial Land Use Committee was established by Order in

process but rather conrributes to land use decision-making. In some instances it Council as a Committee of Cabinet in 1915. Its general responsibilities are as follows:

ensures that a planning exercise is undertaken prior to a development proceeding. For

this reason, and because the environmental review process in Manitoba includes 1. ToestablishandrevisetheProvincialLandUsePoliciesand

extensive public consultation, it is perceived by the public as their "window" of any other necessary policies on land use;

opportunity to affect land use decision-making. Therefore, a description and some

discussion of environmental impact assessment in Manitoba is included. 2. To resolve land use issues involving more than one deparnnent;

3. To assess the la¡ld useþnvironmental impacts of some major

projects;

4- To advise the Minister of Rural Development regarding the

approval of municipal development plans, the approval of suMivision

applications and the transfer of suMivision Approving Authority to a

Planning District Board;
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5. Tosupervisetheworkof thelnterdepartmentalPlanningBoard decision-making. IPB is appointed underThe Planning Act and is also assigned

(IPB) of deputy ministers; and duties under The Environment Act. It plays a role inl:

6. To supervise the Crown Lands Classification Committee in the 1. hoviding interdeparnnental and inter-agency coordination in

planning and privatization of Crown land.l the development and implementation of the land use, resource

management, and environmental policies and programs;

PLUC meets monthly to render the decisions that relate to projects, programs and

policies that will affect land resources in Manitoba. 2. Providing a¡ interdisciplinary context within which various

land use proposals can be reviewed and adjusted before being

More recently, to reflect the province's intention to move toward recommended to the Provincial Land Use Comminee;

implementation of the principles established as part if its sustainable development

iniriative, a member has been added to the hovincial Land Use Committee of Cabinet, 3. Providing a coordinated point of contact for municipalities,

to form a new committee; the Sustainable Development Committee of Cabinet utilities, private developers, etc., when they are developing plans or

(SDCC). Both Cabinet Committees sit regularly, effecting land and resource projectswhichultimatelyrequireProvincialapprovalorreview;

utilization decision-making in Manitoba.

rmmediatery subordinare ro 
'LUC 

and sDCC is rhe deputy minister,s l,.,,Jil:iJ:::tit:ffi*Ïî::::ï:;îJT"'å'J*oo'
committee chalged with screening issues being put forward for decision. The

Interdepartmental Planning Board (IPB) must ensure that each issue has been given 5. Providing an arena for information exchange where deputies

adequate consideration prior to a decision being called for. It has representation from and deparrnents can be kept up to date on land\resource management

twelve departments and provincial Crown Corporations with a stake in land use and environmental issues;

Liscomb, Nova Scotia, September I99l . Liscomb, Nova Scotia, September 1991.



6. Reviewing municipal development proposals, including those

of the City of Winnipeg; and

1 . Providing coordination with Federal Government and other

provinces where necessary.

Subordinate to IPB is a myriad of planning and review committees, boa¡ds and

working groups, each contributing recommendations for decisions that affect the

pattern of development on the land and the resources that the land hosts.

In Manitoba, at the time of writing this report, the Province is considering a

new planning process as part of the Rural Manitoba Strategy; one which will entail the

preparation of basin, watershed and local sustainable development plansl. The

h-ovince is considering new legislation with the intent:

1. To fully incorporate the principles and guidelines of sustainable

development into land and water development legislation;

2. To more fully integrate the development, management

conservation and planning of land and water in Manitoba;

1 Sustainable Development Co-ordination lJnit, "Manitoba" Report to the Federal Provincial
Committee on Land Use, Liscomb, Nova Scotia, September, 1991.
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3. To devolve more land and water development authority to the

local level, and to give local authorities more options in how to deal

with development matters;

4. To continue to ensure and to improve upon the meaningful

participation of those affected by decisions on la¡d and water

development matters;

5. To further encourage the multi-municipal (districÐ approach to
decision-making in land and water development matters;

6. To continue to encourage local government and the Province to

participate in long term planning proglams involving land and watel

development; and

7 . To anempt to better link Envi¡onmental assessment Impact

review processes with land use planning processes.

This new legislation would likely replace The Planning Act and the Conservation

Disrricts Act and could affect other related pieces of legislation such as the

Environment Act.
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PLANNING TOOLS

LANDSCAPE PLANNING:

The environmental imperative referred to earlier in this paper and the

mechanisms that have been developed to deal with it in terms of planning for future

development are not new phenomenon. In contemporary history the roots lie in the

popular environmental movement of the late 1960's and early 1970's. In terms of

North American history, emphasis on natural systems in land use planning can be

traced back to the influence of George Perkins Marsh, Aldo Leopold, Thoreau,

Emerson, Muir, Stuart Udall, the creation of the Civilian Conservation Corps

(C.C.C.), the Tennessee Valley Authority (T.V.A.), and the Soil Conservation

Service (S.C.S.) under Frankiin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States during

the 1930's and 1940's

John Lyle, professor of Landscape Architecture at California Polytechnical

Institute at Pomona California, traced the source of landscape planning, back to the

early twentieth century and the work of Patrick Geddes. Geddes, a biologist, wrote

that "...cities, in response to the urbanization pressures of the Industrial Revolution,

could no longer be viewed as units with distinct boundaries. Rather, they were spread

out over the counqyside to join other towns in larger accretions that he punished with

the appropriately repulsive label of Conurbations."l. Geddes'prediction was that
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cities would grow through a two stage evolution; the second stage of which would be

characterized by an acute appreciation of nature and a conservation ethic with people

experiencing an increased access to natural processes.

Fundamental to planning for the achievement of Geddes' vision of future

urbanization was what he called the "Regional Survey". As part of the planning

exercise, his proposed Regional Survey was intended to include an investigation and

documentation of the bio-physical factors of the study region such as soils, geology

and vegetation. Each area of information was considered pertinent to the

establishment of a Masterplan. Consideration of these bio-physical factors was in

addition to social and economic influences that were affecting traditional planning

decisions. For him, the value of the Regional Survey was not simply as a practical

tool of analysis. Rather, he regarded it to serve a deeper intellectual purpose in

response to a contemporary heightened environmental a\ilareness.

Perhaps we ale witnessing the seeds of Geddes' vision with the

environmentally sensitive designs that are commonly documented today in
professional landscape and planning journals and the increased public and instirutional

interest in environmental conservation. Aside from the success of his prophecies,

Geddes had an enoÍnous influence on the designers, planners and theorists of his time

and since; especially those concerned about the relationship of the ciry with it's narural

environment.

I Lyle, John, T., Design for Human Ecosystems: Landscape
Resources, Van Nost¡and Reinhold, New York, 1985.

Land Use and Natural



In the early part of the twentieth century, members of the Regional Planning

Association of America worked toward applying Geddes' principles of planning at a

regional scale. Most notable were efforts made toward the development of a

Masterplan for the State of New York. This planning exercise included a

comprehensive natural resources inventory exercise. 2

Benton MacKaye and Lewis Mumford, two of The Regional Planning

Association's most eloquent and extensively published members, developed Geddes'

principles into a comprehensive theory of regional planning. Fitting urban gowth
patterns into the scheme of the natural environment was at the core of their paradigm.

MacKaye viewed the urban fringe region as an appropriate geographic unit within

which to resolve the forces of conflict between "metropolitan growth" and the

"indigenous". He defined the "indigenous" as being composed of three parts: the

primeval, the rural, and the meropolitan. Primeval was a term he used to describe the

wilderness, metropolitan to describe "the artificial face of urbanization controlled by

the machine", and rural, the mix of the two3. The directions in planning set by the

early work of these notable members of the Regional Planning Association were and

have continued to be followed by many planners throughout the 1920's and since.

This emphasis on bio-physical factors (natural resources) in a planning

exercise so clearly demonstrated by the work of Geddes, MacKaye, Mumford and the

2 i¡i¿

3 MacKaye, B. (1962 reprinted), The Erploration: A Phílosophy of Regional Planning
, Universiry of lllinois hess, Urbana, Illinois, i928.
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other early advocates of this regional planning theory, was eclipsed for a time by an

enthusiasm for economically motivated development decision making. Throughout

the 1950's and 1960's, few planners and designers considered natural resources as

fundamental considerations in terrns of shaping the landscape4.

Evidence of one advocate of the former paradigm exists in the pioneering work of G.

Angus Hills, an Ontario forester. His theories were documented in 1961 under the

title of "The Ecological Basis for Land Use Planning". The importance of Angus

Hills'work was in his holistic approach to analysis and evaluation of those factors

affecting the form of development and, as well, in his sound philosophical defense of
the process he espouseds. By gathering, analyzing and synthesizing information in

such a way that it reflected the transactional nature of the area under investigation, he

argued that landscape planning decisions could be made based upon a matching of
societal values, physiographic and natural determinants.

In 1969 there was a reemergenc'e of the regional planning movement earlier

discussed. This renaissance was largely due to changing public attitudes and the

personal cha¡isma of Ian McHarg, professor of Landscape A¡chitecture and Regional

Planning at the University of Pennsylvania. His book "Design With Natu¡e" gained

professional recognition for him, and his documentary film "Multiply and Subdue the

Earth" brought public attention to the vaiues he espoused.

4 Steinitz, 1969.
5 Olron, J. D., Lanilscape
Faculty of Gaduate Sn¡dies,

Planning in the Ngong Hills of Kenya,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 1988.

Masters Thesis,



McHarg's work has marked a clea¡ departure from the social and economic approach

applied to regional land use planning and design decision making. McHarg can be

considered the father of a specific technical innovation. Today the "map overlay"

method of criteria evaluation and land use analysis is a fundamental tool in most land

use planning and impact assessment studies.

The theoretical foundations of a landscape approach to planning and design are

quite different from those applied during the 1950's and 1960's. With Landscape

Planning, the character ofthe landscape; its natural resources, fearures and processes;

along with contemporary societal va-lues and the diversity of the patterns left on the

land by people are principle considerations given when planning for future

development for a region. The map overlay method of landscape analysis documented

in McHarg's book and an emphasis on ecological processes when making planning

decisions have been steadily applied over the past two decades.

A contemporary proponent of Landscape Planning is John Tillerman Lyle.

His landma¡k project for the San Elijo Lagoon, a development masterplan for a

coastal lagoon in southern California, and more recently, the i991 ASLA award

winning development proposal for the Tijuana River Valley, devised under his

supervision,6 attest to his status. In his book Design for Human Ecosystems, Lyle

points out that although the urban and natural environments differ in character, they

"...a.re the same in at least one fundamental respect: both depend on the same basic
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processes."T For Lyle the primary processes controlling the form of development are

the fundamental processes described in ecological theory. The flow of energy,

population disrribution, food (nutrient) cycling and water availability are all form

determina¡ts that he uses. Lyle's method for dealing with the myriad complex forces

affecting planning decisions about human activities on the land, including those

processes described above, involves seven steps and is conceptually consistent with

most planning theory.

Landscape Planning Process:

l.Inception Stage:

Every decision making exercise invoiving planning for the use of land and

orher resources begins with a problem definition, identifying the pertinent

issues associated wittr the problem and then goal sening. Lyle emphasizes

that during the initial stage of planning we do more; we lay the foundations

for all the work that we will do towa¡ds achieving the defined goals. His

Inception Stage involves describing potential methods, identifying the

participants in the planning exercise and getting to know the land and

associated issues. During this period, Lyle reports we "... tune our minds

and senses toward the effort."8 It is a major part of each design or

planning process and takes time for which there are few tangible results.

7 Lyl", John Tillman. Design for Human
Newyork. 1985.
8 ni¿

6 A Maoagement Plan For The
1991.

Tijuana River Valley, Landscape Archifecture, November,

Ecosystems. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,



2. &.3.Information and Modeling Stages:

From the literature, traditional problem solving processes are

described as having two subsequent steps involving research and

analysis. Research describes gathering pertinent facts, and

analysis; the process of deciding what relevance those facts have in

terms of the problem at hand. Lyle's description of the planning

process includes a stage of "becoming informed-" under the

heading of Information Stage. This, he describes, is when the

participants in a planning exercise gather and assemble the needed

facts and figures. (data gathering) Once a point has been reached

when all are satisfied that there is a sufficient amount of data from

which to glean the pertinent information, what Lyle describes as the

Modeling Stage can take place. Models, Lyle explains, "...include

analyzing the facts and organizing them into useful abstract

representations of reality...conceptual constructions that we can

study, reshape and test for stand-ins for reality."9

4. Possibilities Stage:

The generic planning model would introduce three sub-phases

subsequent to having all the pertinent information in a usable
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format. Brainstorming for alternatives, comparative evaluation of

the ones that seem feasible and the selection of a preferred option

would be listed as components of the next stage. This is when

experience, innovation and creativity a¡e useful in achieving

established goals. Lyle deals with this part of the exercise under

the heading "Possibilities" and describes the activity as a search for

potential solutions.

This part of a planning exercise could be accomplished by an

individual, individuals working independently of each other and

then assembled together, or in a working group or workshop

forum. Sometimes the arrangement is dependent on the scale of the

plan being developed. Since a complex milieu of experience and

expertise in a number of disciplines often come to bear on the

analysis of a plan, the workshop/working group is a preferred

mechanism to test the various courses of action.

5. &.6. Predictions and Plan Stages:

A comparative evaluation of the possibilities considered in the

previous stage is an analytical exercise considering the potential

performance of each alternative. The exercise involves asking

many "what if' questions. The purpose of answering the "what if'
questions is to anticipate, as much as is possible, all the potential

9 Iui¿



outcomes of the proposed actions and how they will affæt the land,

and from this glean the wisest solution. Lyle categorizes this

exercise under the heading Predictions. He reports that inevitably,

no one particular possibility will emerge as the finite solution. But

rather, a combination of proposals will more likely be agreed upon

and they then, will constitute the Plan.

A Plan can take many forms or formats. Common to many of the

plans is text providing background and giving the document a

context. Consistently, plans include policies directing the form

development will take, maps demonstrating what exists on the

landscape, where constraints to development are located, where

opportunities exist and maps showing where specific types of

future growth should be directed.

7. Management Stage:

Most people would think that a planning exercise is complete when

a document has been printed. Contemporary planning theory

dictates that it is not. A generic planning model suggests that by

observing the outcome of our actions we can feed new information

back into the decision making process (feedback), thus completing

the planning cycle. Implementing the plan is not an instantaneous

event. It takes time. Usualiy a plan will incorporate into its text
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provisions for ongoing modif,rcations to allow for flexibility. Lyle

puts this theme of implementation including reevaluation of the

proposals ove¡ time and ongoing decision making, into the final

category he titles Management.

In todays context of environmental sensitivity, its impossible to provide land

use planning direction that has not considered the full scope of its environmental

implications. Planners must use the landscape planning process developed from

Hills', McHarg's and now Lyle's theories and methodology as one of their tools if
they wish to parricipare in contemporary planning exercises. This fact is emphasized

in todays trend toward understa¡rding development in terrns of its sustainabiliry. In the

90's, successful planners will be those who are able to integrate the information

management tools that are available today into traditional planning processes.



Geographic Information Systems:

Geographic Information Systems (GIS), like the environmental imperative

discussed earlier, are not new. The collection, storage, management, analysis and

presentation of geographically referenced information has been a human occupation

since people began communicating. The Domesday Book, the written record of a

census and survey of English landowners and theirproperty made by order of William

the Conqueror in 1085-86 A.D.IO, is an historical example. What can be considered

new though, a¡e the tools used today. The title of an international conference recently

held in Ottawa, Canada demonstrates the emergence of a revolution in systems used

for handling geographic information: "Geographic Information Systems, Challenge

for the 90's".

Geographic information, as the name suggests, is usually land based and

spatially referenced information. Traditionally, the map was the medium used to

store, manage and communicate a great deal of the geographically referenced

informa¡ion used by people. In the past, mapped information has been supponed by

cabinet after cabinet full of files containing written and numeric data relating to the

various physical elements represented on paper (hardcopy) maps. Data gathering, that

was required to create conventional maps, was accomplished by physical on-site

surveys. More recently, aerial photography and remote satellite sensing have been

extensively used to record geographic information and make it available for analysis.
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Retrieval and analysis of information for planning purposes has often been

quite labour intensive. I noted that information had traditionally been recorded and

stored on paper maps or in file cabinets. In many cases the expenses associated with

finding and bringing together available maps and alpha-numeric information, needed

for evaluation during a planning exercise or project assessment, has been inhibitive.

The volumes of information available today and the necessity to factor all pertinent

information into responsible land use decision-making dictates that techniques other

than review of paper maps and the manual map overlay method of attribute evaluation

developed by McHarg must be sought and developed.

Paul Zwick is one of the pioneers in resea¡ching systems for automating the

processes invoived with using and managing geographic information. In a 1986

paper, Zwick expounds on the need to seek new solutions to the information

management and analysis problem.

"The amount of data necessary for policy analysis and planning is often

beyond the ability of an agency, let alone one person, to manipulate

manually. Therefore, the ability to automate the transfer, manipulation

and interaction of spatial data could greatly increase the efficiency of

most locai government planning functions."II

1l Zwick, Paul, Automated Potygon
I.B.M Canada

1o wrnsrrR,s II,
Company,

New Riverside
Boston, 1988.

University Dictionary, The Riverside Publishing Processing for Local Government Applications,



The automation of geographic information handling processes has evolved

over the past two decades into a new gendre of computer software tools. The gendre

has been labeled Geographic Information Systems (GIS).

The purpose of the following discussion is to define, describe and provide

some background on "state of the art" systems being applied to the challenges

associated with collecting, managing and using the astronomical amount of

geographically related information available in the 1990's.

DEFINITION:

The phrase geographic information system use d, in l99}refers to a computer

system involving specific hardware, software and information that is designed to

collect, store, manage, analyze and present geographically referenced information.

SOURCES:

Modern Geographic Information Systems evolved from many sources. Similar

to the revolution that has been experienced in word and number processing, the

computer has been an innovation contributing to the revolution in information

management, and more recently geographic information management. Automation of
information management, cartography, map analysis, data collection , facilities

management and graphic display media have all played a role in GIS technology
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development. I will include a short discussion of some of these sources in order to

provide a background on the subject of Geographic Information Systems. The history

of computer technology will not be discussed though, because alone, the

developments leading to modern computing could be the subject of a separate paper.

Information Management:

Despite the fact that the computer is nothing more than a tool for processing

data, many professionals involved in managing and using information, and especially

geographic information, regard it as a central element in an information system. The

concept tends to overrate the role of the computer when one considers the technology

used today to collect, interpret, manage, analyze and present information. Certainly

the computer is key to much of that technology but what of the management systems

themselves? Also, without the information that has been accumulating for eons,

there would be no reason for the existence of a system or a technology to manage it.

Regardless of the priority of the computer, everyone would agree that computers are

playing a significant role in providing information in support of decision making and

for planning and controlling operations relating to land use.

Before computers, information. management techniques existed to supply

decision makers with what they needed to accomplish their goals and objectives or

control operations within their jurisdiction.



The computer has simply added further dimension to the processes. Some of the

added dimension include:

- the ability ro access information and manipulate it within a reasonable

time frame,

- the ability to provide timely updated information on an ongoing basis,

- the ability to inffease the accuracy and detail of stored information,

- the ability to handle increased volumes of information, and

- the ability to widen the scope of plausible possibilities considered in a

planning exercise.

Prior to using computers, many land use decisions were tested only by their

application. With computers, the impacts of many alternatives to a decision can be

tesred with models based on established information. Results of the computer models

can be presented for analysis in an easy to understand format during the decision

making process. Now decision makers can be reasonably assured of the effect of

rheir decision prior to making it. There will be a further discussion of the modelling

process in the demonstation project to follow.

Perrinent to this discussion is an explanation of the term information. It has

already been noted that the computer is nothing more than a tool for processing data.

Data a¡e facts and figures that are not cunently or, in some cases, even intended to be

used in decision making processes. They usually take the form of records; recorded

and filed without any immediate intent to retrieve them for decision making.

Examples would be census data collected every four years or records on iand title
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subdivisions or building permits. This kind of material would only be of historical

interest to specific groups. This data is the kind collected in Stage 2 described above in

the explanation of Lyle's planning process.

Information, on the other hand, consists of data also; but data that have been

compiled, processed or analyzed and is specifically intended for use in a

predetermined decision making process. Information should affect an action.

Examples of information would be a population distribution map representing target

regions for a marketing campaign or a report on housing starts in a specific region to

be used as an economic forecasting indicator. Usually the value of information is

measured by the degree of applicability it has with respect to the decision that is

necessary. Information relates directly with Stage 3; the Modelling Stage described

earlier.

Management systems for information have evolved over the years keeping up

with increasing demands on them. These systems can be described as elements or

processes joined together for a common or cumulative objective. The objective of an

information system "...is to provide information for decision making on planning,

initiating, organizing and controlling the operations of the subsystems...and provide a

synergistic organization in the process."12 Often a larger system of information

management is made up of several subsystems each contributing to data processing,

storage and access. Over the past t\ilo decades we have witnessed great strides toward

l2Introduction to Management Information Syslems, in New Information Technologies

New Opporn¡nities, Linda Smirh, Edior, University of lllinoise, Urbana - Champaign, i981-



automating the various subsystems created for geographic information acquisition,

processing and managemenl Geographic Information Systems are those systems that

strive towa¡d the organization of these various subsystems and have the ability to
generate new information based upon existing information.

The key component that accomplishes the information management objective

for most automated commercial geographic information systems is the database

management system (DBMS). The structuring of the data within a data base is very

important. Data structure determines what kind of questions are able to be responded

to by the system and how quickly the answer can be given. The structure of the data

in the database is the nucleus of the system. Burrough in his 1989 book, "Principles

of Geographic Information Systems for Land Resource Assessment" provides a

comprehensive discussion of the comparative data structures used in Geographic

Information Systems' DBMS's. A list of data structures includes hierarchical,

relational, raster formats and others that may be set up according to a network pattern.

There is a further discussion of the raster data structure later in the paper.

Automating geographic information processing has proven to be a complicated

problem for designers of conventional automated information technologies in so far as

the need to deal with alpha-numeric databases that can integrate a graphic model.

Some system designers have achieved this integration. For example, a polygon in a

graphic model, captured in the computer through the use of a digital drawing tool, can

be linked to va¡ious portions of alpha-numeric files managed in the associated DBMS.

Others have now linked vector (point, line polygon) information and raster images
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with the alpha-numeric data. A person could, for example, ask the system to show all

the particular parcels of land owned by a single person or corporation within a region.

The system then could search through the database, identify all those parcels and

produce the map where they will be highlighted.

The ability to create graphic models of a portion of the earth's surface

including various thematic layers of that base model is the second key component of a

Geographic Information System. Developments in the areas of computer graphics,

computer aided drafting and cartography, remote image acquisition and analysis and

display media have all contributed to what is considered a "state of the afi" system in

1gg2. Communication of information is paramount to the development of the

technology if the tool is to realize its true potential. For this reason, the development

of the graphic component of Geographic Information Systems has been the second

greatest focus of attention in terms of system development.

The final a¡ea of development that has contributed to what is considered "state

of the art" in geographic information technology today, and what is reputed to be the

key that distinguishes what is a rn¡e Geographic Information Systeml3, is the

system's abiliry to create new information based on the data that exists in the system's

data base. I am referring here to a system's ability to create ne\¡/ thematic layers of the

base model through analysis. Primarily, the incentive for this type of system ability

13 Bogaerrs M.J.M., Kraak M.J.. , "GIS /LISTheory, Methods and Techniques" in Ekistics,
September/October I 989.
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came from the requirements of geographers, landscape planners and resource analysts. demonstration project will be to show how this type of system can be used to aid in

The concept that has been built upon for system development has been that of the decision making process.

McHarg's map overlay methodology.

The technological developments devised to accomplish the modelling capabiliry

of the various sysrems has been split into two camps. one camp has struggled with Bibliography

the analysis capability and opportunities of the vector (point, line and polygon) based

informarion sysrem format. The processes of analysis devetoped for this type of data klli;'rrll'.1; *|rijíä ##,iíü-tç'"i{:tíí'd; . 
Landscape Land use and Naturat

stmcture are complex and inhibitive in many cases. The analysis capabilities of a
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The form of the urban landscape is influenced by a myriad of

socioeconomic and bio-physical factors. These influences change over dme. It has '

been identif,ied that one of the key influences affecring the pattern of development in

V/innipeg's fringe region is the institutional setting within which it has occurred. It is

important to understand the evolution of the changes in order to deal with the situation

in the present. Therefore, the purpose of the follou'ing section is to provide a brief

description of the administrative structure, with respect to Winnipeg and its fringe

region, as it has evoived.

WINNIPEG REGION BACKGROUND

The partern of development for Winnipeg and its fringe region is common

with that of many metropolitan regions in Canada and elsewhere in North America.

Gertler, in his 1972 book "Regional Planning in Canada", describes a model of

evolution for the typical urban region. His model of urban growth moves through

three stages of development; the thi¡d stage being where an urban region is governed

by a regional type administration and the cumuiative planning effort in the region is

coordinated at the provincial level. Winnipeg's gowth exhibits many characterisrics

of Gertler's model.

PRE WORLD WAR 1

Since the Ciry of Winnipeg's incorporation in 1874 and before the First

V/orld'War the City's bounda¡ies were only extended through annexations. (see

figure 3.1)
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There was suburban type growtir before Winnipeg became a formal ciry, but it was

being accommodated within existing towns, villages and municipalities thar were close

to Winnipeg proper.

Prior to i901 there was just St. Boniface on the east side of the Red River.

But after, the spread of ¡esidential development began occurring in the communities

aìong the established major transpofiarion routesl. There is a simila¡ity of this urban

sprawl phenomenon with the expansion of the city into the suburbs and the fringe

region during the late 1960's and 1970's, in that it was initiated by transportation

methods. During the early years of the century the bicycle and extensions to the street

railway lines made the settlement of outlying areas possible. Examples of such

communities, which now have become part of Winnipeg, are St. James, St. Vital, St.

Boniface, the Kildonans and the town of Transcona (see figure 3-2).

1 e¡ribise, Alan, The History of Canadian
James Lorimer & Company, Toronto, 1977.
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By World War I, Winnipeg's urban landscape had undergone great change. The

panerns of physical $owth were firmly establishedl. In less than fourty years since

its incorporation Winnipeg's population had g¡own from that of a small fur trading

post to numbers approaching a sprawling metropolis; one hundred times its original

size. In I87 4 there were just over 3.1 square miles included in the city's boundaries

but much of that was undeveloped. By 1913 the boundaries had expanded to include

23.6 square miles and almost all of it was developed for either commercial or

residential use.

As well, by 1913 Winnipeg's business core had become the industrial,

commercial, financial and communications centre of the Canadian West and its physical

influence was spilling over into adjacent municipalities.

THE WAR YEARS

During the thirry one years beginning with the outbreak of World War I

and ending in 1945, most of the pattern of physical growth established during

Winnipeg's formative years was maintained. Its urban landscape at the end of this

period was only marginally different than that at the beginning. The city's size,

business district, residential areas, and even suburban development remained attached

to the established patterns2.

l ni¿
2 ruio
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One significant event that did occur during the war yeaß was the move of

the Universiry of Manitoba from its former cenü?l location on Broadway Avenue to its

present site in sourh Winnipeg. The actual move took place early in the 1930's after

many years of deliberation. The present site of the Assiniboine Forest was one site

considered in 1910 for the move. That site was offered to the University by Heubach

& Co. of Winnipeg; the developers of the new and exclusive community of Tuxedo.3

The move to its present site, which was quite remote in those days, was a significant

step in the integration of the city into the surrounding municipalities.4

Increased mobility of Winnipeg's citizens during this period caused a

demand for more recreational facilities. The City of Winnipeg responded in 1928 by

acquiring a 110 acre site in the south end of the city for a large park . The work to

develop this site as recreational open space began in i931 giving Winnipeg three major

park facilities: Assiniboine Park on the west side of the city developed in 1904,

Kildonan Park in the north end developed in 1910, and this one developed in the

thirties, St. Vital Park. The new park was modelled in the English Landscape Style

with its curvilinea¡ lines of planting and systems of traffic and pedestrian movement.

The Depression of the 1930's brought, what was already slow

development, to a hait. Although, there were some government "make work" projects

3 mi¿
4 mi¿



initiated during the period that resulted in additions to Winnipeg's institutional building

inventory and an expansion of the municipal aþort in St James.

Most significant to Winnipeg's landscape though, was the economic difficulties of the

Depression that caused many buildings to be abandon or torn down in order to avoid

taxation. The general downturn in building activity, demolitions and abandonments

aggravated what was a growing housing shortage. By the mid-1940's it was estimated

that Winnipeg required an additional ten thousand housing units.i This apparent

housing shortage would have a lasting effect and provide the fuel for urban expansion

in the Post Wa¡ Period.

Administration of the fringe communities and Winnipeg proper in the

metropolitan region was fragmented prior to the end of World Wa¡ tr. There was only

limited coordination of municipal services. The only coordination of municipal

administrative functions for the region was achieved through various inter-municipal

boards and committees. An example was the Board controlling the Greater Winnipeg

Water and Sanitary Districts set up to provide the u¡ban districts with bulk water supply

and treatment of sanitary sewage. Moves toward coordinating a planning exercise for

the various jurisdictions were initiated during the years of World War II.

During the war, the Government of Manitoba, consistent with the efforts of
many other governments, established a Comminee on Post-War Reconstruction2. This

1 City of Winnipeg Health Department, Report oÍ the Thirteenth Annual Survey of
Vacant Ãlozses...(Winnipeg, 1947).
2 Institute of Urban Studies, George Rich, Local Government Reþrm in Winnipeg, 1945-
1977: A S.ympathetic View. University of Winnipes, Winnipeg, 1987.
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Committee consisted of the deputy ministe¡s of Treasury, Mines and Natural

Resources, Municipal Affairs and at times the Hon.Douglas Campbell, Minister of

Agriculrure and subsequently the Premier.In 7943, the Committee was the first official

body to bring forward proposals for a "...metropolitan planning agency for Greater

Winnipeg".3 The proposal came in a memo discussing the need for both metropolitan

planning and metropolitan government; two significant steps toward Gertler's third

stage of development introduced at the beginning of this section. By 1944 the

Merropolitan Planning Comminee, formed as a result of the proposal and a subsequent

agreement with the eleven affected municipalities, joined forces with the Town

Planning Commission of the City of Winnipeg and with the assistance of an American

consultant, began preparation of a "Master Plan" for the development of the Greater

Winnipeg region.

POST WAR ERA

After surviving the two world wars and a depression, Winnipeg was in

desperate need of development. Except for a small number of war-time housing

consrructions, development in the city had long been stagnant. V/innipeg developers

got off to a slow start, but it wasn't a very long time after 1945 that they began

reshaping the city with many subdivision developments. Every empty space and land

adjacent to existing development began to be built upon. First the streets, se\¡/ers,

powerlines and sidewalks and then the industrial, commercial and residential buildings

began appearing.

3 mio



In 1949 the Provincial Legislature passed a statute which estabiished the

Metropolitan Planning Commission. This newly formed Commission was given an

advisory role to the various levels of government that existed. The legisiation that

esrablished the Commission did not provide a mechanism for implementation of any

planning proposals that the Commission wouid recommend. The Commission

assumed this advisory role until 1960 when the necessary changes in Legisiation were

put forward to provide the needed mechanism for plan implementation.

The changes in legislation that provided plan implementation authority were

recommended to the provincial government by The Greater Winnipeg Investigating

Committee. This Committee was estabiished in 1955 and futñlled its mandate by

pubiishing the results of an exhaustive study in i959. Included in the recommendarions

of its authors was a proposal for a completely new government Structure for the

V/innipeg Region. The ¡ecommendations proposed that the new government structure

would assume responsibility for planning a¡rd all related matteß in the region'

Resulting from the Greater Winnipeg Investigating Committee's 1960

recommendations, the Government of Manitoba created the Meu'opolitan Corporation

of Greater Winnipeg. The formation of a centrai pianning and adminisEative authority

for the metropolitan region is consistent with what Gertler (I972) cha¡acterized as step

one rowa¡d his model of meuopolitan regional growth. Concurrent with the creation of

the Menopoiitan Corporation, the Province initiated an exercise to define the

jurisdictiona-l borders which would encompass the 12 associated urban areas. The

cuimination of the exercise would result in what Gertler described as Stage 2 of his

model; definition of the urban region. The boundaries were to include an approximate
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5 mile rural buffer zone a¡ound the city proper. This buffer was intended to be a

restricted development zone (Green Belt). The fringe a¡ea has since become know as

the Winnipeg Addition alTnne (Add-Znne' see figure 3'3)'
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Once the boundaries were proclaimed, the elected administration of the new

Metropolitan Corporation of Greater V/innipeg gained planning jurisdiction over

approximately 500 square miles. The area encompassed whole municipalities in some

cases and portions in other. This awkward arrangement of boundaries created

problems thereafter, promoting inter-jurisdictional squabbling. During the years that

followed, there were many proposals put forward for boundary adjustment but none

resulted in action and the buffer zone remained as it was originally established until

very recently.

Again in 1964 there was call for change to the boundaries. The

Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg Review Commission put forward

recornmendations for adjustments to the Add-Zone. These recommendations were

reportedly made as a result of demands from some of the affected municipalities. Two

arguments were used to rationalize ¡he proposed boundary change. The f,rrst was based

on the City's lack of abiliry to provide services in the remote portions of the Add-Zone.

The second was based on a lack of access to the decision-making process for those

rural citizens affected by the land use decisions. The rural municipalities argued that

thei¡ administration was better equipped to service the rural a¡eas in the existing Add-

Zone. The argument was based on the idea that the fundamental concept behind

establishing the AdditionalZone was to maintain a rural land use type buffer and the

rural municipal adminisration focused on rural land use rype issues regularly.

The recommendations called for the establishment of an inner metropolitan

boundary close to the remote edges of the 12 urban municipalities that had existed

before 1960, but adjusted to include all lands inside the Perimeter Highway and the
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Winnipeg Floodway. The area would remain under the authority of the Metropolitan

Government. Adoption of the recommendation would have meant the abandonment of

the Additio nal Tnne concept.

The recommendations put forward by the Metropolitan Corporation of
Greater Winnipeg Review Commission were generally adopted with the exception of

the proposal to adjust the Winnipeg AdditionalTnne boundaries.

During the Seventies, the Local Government Boundaries Commission was

established and was advocating a regional government for the Winnipeg Region. Its

proposal included a different adjustrnent to the Add-7nne boundaries. They wanted the

area ro be expanded, moving the boundary to include all lands in the neighboring

municipalities.

The Locai Government Boundaries Commission's recommendations were

superseded by a report prepared for a newly elected Provincial Government, "Proposal

for Reorganization in the Greater Winnipeg Area" (1970). This report proposed the

formation of a "Unicity" government. In 1971a new government implemented the

proposal.(see figure 3-4)
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THE WINNIPEG REGION STUDY

The following year, the Depanment of Municipal Affairs submined a major

proposal to the Planning and Priorities Comminee of Cabinet (PPCC)' The proposal

was formulated due ro concerns raised regarding escalating development pressures in

the municipaiities surrounding the city of Winnipeg. It proposed that a major

interdisciplinary interdepartrnental study be undertaken by the Province'

The Cabinet Submission brought forwa¡d by the Depanment of Municipal

Affairs raised the following issues to the attention of the decision-makers:

- a lack of an esrablished provincial land use policy and any

mechanisms to effect its implementation;

- a iack of effective coordination of land use related legislation,

programs and activities;

- a lack of a framework within which Local Government could

effectively plan for controlling land use;

- a lack of recognition for policy formulation affecting land use was

with the elected ofhcials and where this is unachievable, the authoriry

could be delegated to appointed officials or their appointees;

- a lack of an effective locaVprovincial coordinating mechanism; and

- a lack of an effective vehicle to provide local governments with the

abiliry to resolve land use issues interjurisdictionally (development

pressures, bio-physical or socioeconomic forces do not recognize or

respect the artificial polidcal boundaries that define jurisdictions).
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The resultant study has since become known as the Winnipeg Region

Study. The objective of the study was to develop a set of land use policies for the

Winnipeg Region that would "optimize the development pattern within the context of

competing land use, resource base utilization and environmental quality"l. During

I974, a committee was put together as part of the Winnipeg Region Study initiative

called the Winnipeg Regional Municipalities Committee. This was the Committee

charged with developing the recommendations to take to the P¡ovincial Government

that would be developed as a result of the work undertaken in the Study.

The recommendations of the Winnipeg Region Municipalities Committee

included a call for a system of planning districts for the Winnipeg Region and a set of

land use policies that would emphasize the preservation of the a¡ea's rural cha¡acter and

resource base and would serve to strengthen existing urban nodes.

Throughout the duration of the Winnipeg Region Study exercise the

boundaries of the Winnipeg Additional Tnne remained in place. But, by I974 there

was a change in policy direction that would affect the Add-Zone. The City of

Winnipeg adopted By-law #422 designating 1/6th of the Zone to limited urban

expansion from the former restricted urban expansion designation. The change in

policy and the resultant action ma¡ked a significant move away from the buffer ("Green

Belt") concept originally envisioned for the fringe region around Winnipeg.

1 Winnipeg Regional Municipalities Commirtee, Winnipeg Region Study, Land IJse
Policy Proposals, Municipal Planning Branch, Department of Municipal Affairs, Apnl, 1975.
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To facilitate decision-making for the resultant onslaught of development

pressure in the fringe region, there was a committee formed of representatives of the

affected jurisdictions. The Additional Zone Committee, as it was called, was

established to formulate developmental policy and plans. The new Committee was

comprised of three representatives of the Council of the City of Winnipeg and three

representatives from the councils of affected municipalities. Under the te¡ms of

reference for this Committee's authority each component municipality retained the

ability to veto any proposed development within its jurisdiction. Disputes over

development proposals were resolved by the Municipal Board, a quasi-judicial board of

provincial government appoin tees.

THE PLANNING ACT (MANITOBA)

The Planning Act was proclaimed by the Manitoba Provincial Government

in 1976. Its proclamation can be interpreted as Stage 3 of the Gertler model,

coordination of regional planning efforts at the Provincial level. There are four key

implications of the Planning Act that are relative to this discussion.

Key Implications of the Planning Act (1978)

1. The city of Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Additional Zone were explicitly

excluded from all of the conditions of The Act.



2. Any land use planning activities associated with development decision

making could be delegated to proposed Planning Districts. The formation

of a Planning District was considered to be the mechanism required to

encourage municipalities to coo¡dinate planning efforts between

jurisdictions. Each participating municipality would appoint elected

municipal officials to the proposed Planning District Boa¡d.

The Board then would assume the decision making responsibility for areas

of jurisdiction delegated to it from the Province under conditions of The

Act. The reason that this development is of concern to this discussion is-,

that once a municipality affected by the Winnipeg Additional Zone joined

with at least one other municipal jurisdiction to form a Planning Disrrict

Boa¡d, it could regain authority over the area's affected.

At the Provincial level, The Planning Act established a means of

coordinating existing Provincial land use programming through the

establishment of the Interdepartmental Planning Board (lPB), a Deputy

Minster and senior deparrnental staff level committee. IPB was established

by Order-In-Council and has its duties outlined in Section 9 of The Act.

Further discussion of IPB's role is found in the Land Use Planning in

Manitoba Section of this Paper.

The Planning Act called for the establishment of a set of Provincial Land

Use Policy Guidelines designed to coordinate the planning exercise with the

Province and allow for the delegation of planning and decision making

autirority to the proposed Planning Districts.
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There are several components to the Planning Act (1976). It is divided into

nine parts. I will outline the main features of The Act, section by section.

Pa¡t I deals with its adminisration. It describes where and how The Act

is intended to apply.

Part II provides the mechanism for developing Provincial Land Use

Policies and the establishment of the Interdepartmental Planning Board.

The method of assuring coordination of Provincial and Planning District

policy is also in Part II of the Act.

Pa¡t III provides the methodology for the coordination of inter-

municipal planning exercises through the formation of a Planning

District.

Part IV considers those aspects of municipal policy and procedure

required to create a Development Plan. It also describes and deals with

Basic Planning Statements which are mini Development Plans. Basic

Planning Statements are planning documentation developed by smaller

communities.

Part V deals with the development of Zoning By-Laws and the

measures required to control the use of private ìands.

-1 -
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Part VI contains the processes involved in the subdividing of private

properties and the relationship of the "Approving Authority" to the

municipal council.

Part VII concerns itself with enforcement provisions related to By-

Laws, etc.

Part VIII is the general portion of The Act. It deals with a variety of

matters including how the administration of the transition period from

the former legislation to the new Planning Act should be handled.

Pan D( contains the special provisions pertaining to land use planning

in the unorganized territories of Northern Manitoba.

PROVINCIAL LAND USE POLICIES

In November of 1980 the Province of Manitoba adopted the Provincial

Land Use Policies (PLUPs). The PLUPs are thirteen policy statements adopted as a

regulation under The Planning Act in compliance with Pa¡t II, Since 1980, all land use

decision making, including planning, the adoption of Basic Planning Statements

(BPS), Development Plans, approval of By-Laws, subdivision of property, Crown

lands plans and any amendments thereto is guided by this policy document. Today,

any land use decisions affecting a municipality (R.M.) or a Local Government Disnict

(LGD), not having developed and had approved a Basic Planning Statement (BPS) or a
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Development Plan, is evaluated within the context of the Provincial Land Use Policies.

At the time this paper was being prepared the Provincial Land Use Poiicies were being

reviewed and rewritten to better reflect the goals and objectives established as part of

the Provincial Government's S u stain able Development initiative.

During 1988, a Provincial effort was begun to coordinate regional economic

planning, conservation planning and municipal land use planning. The outcome of that

effort has not been fully realized. The initial steps involved bringing the units of

government responsible for each of the separate program areas into one department; the

department of Municipal Affairs. This happened in 1989. Concurrent with this

reorganization a change in name was given to the Department. Presently the former

deparrnent of Municipal Affairs is called the Manitoba Rural Development.

RURAL RESIDENTIAL IN THE WINNIPEG REGION

In 1987 the minister responsible for the City of Winnipeg, Minister of

Urban Affairs, received a proposed amendment to Plan Winnipeg, a Development Plan

for the City of Winnipeg adopted by the Province in 1986. The proposed amendment

was intended to redesignate lands in south St. Boniface from a "Rural" Policy Area to a

"Large Lot Residential" Policy Area. Significant opposition to the proposed

amendment was registered at the provincial level. The appropriateness of creating an

unserviced residential subd.ivision on the Winnipeg fringe was being questioned by

planning off,icials.



In response to the opposition, the IPB set up the Technical Advisory

Committee on Large l,ot Unserviced Residential Development in Urban Fringe Areas

(Larye l,ot TAC) to examine the issues affecting rural residential development in the

Winnipeg Region. The stated intent of this Committee was to determine the nature of

rural residential activity in Winnipeg and the adjacent municipalities; identify the

problems associated with this activity; and to provide some direction on how the

problems could be addressed. The report that was generated by The Luge l,ot TAC

was presented to the Provincial Government in May 1990.

The Report enritled Rural Residential Development in the Winnipeg Region

contained six conclusions and recommendations. They are summarized as follows:

1. That demand for and supply of Rural Residential development was mainly

concentrated along the river corridors and that the sizes of the subject

properties ranged between Il2 and 6 acres.

2. Rural Residential development comprised between 25Vo and 48Vo of the

1989 housing stock outside of V/innipeg in the municipalities within the

study region and that this percentage was developed between the years 1976

and 1988.

3. In the Winnipeg Region there were, at the time the Report was published,

3,620 iots that fit the size criteria to qualify as vacant rural residential lots.
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4. There was an approximated 8 year supply of vacant lots that fit the criteria

available at the time of publishing and up to 32 years supply if a lot size of 2

acres was adopted.

5. The study concluded that there was a lack of sufficient information readily

available to assess the extent of impacts accruing due to rural residential

development in the Winnipeg Region and recommended that the Province

undertake further studies to collect the missing informarion-

6. The Provincial Land Use Policies and policies and regulations contained in

existing development plans and zoning by-laws attempt to guide

development decisions but are not being applied consistently and

evenhandedly by the various planning agencies and there was no

mechanism to provide an overview of the trends and impacts of planning

decisions over the entire Winnipeg Region.

Since the establishment of the Large Lot TAC, the Government of Manitoba

has invited public representatives of municipalities in the Winnipeg Region to form a

Winnipeg Region Committee. This Committee had Provincial representation and was

ser up to facilitate the identification and discussion of regional issues concerns and

approaches to resolving the issues at hand. The Committee consists of the Mayor of

Winnipeg, three Reeves of surrounding municipalities and the Mayors of Selkirk and

Stonewall.



In 1989, as a result of the continuing withdrawal of municipal areas from

the Winnipeg AdditionatTnnedue to Planning District formation, the provincial

government approved an amendment to the City of Winnipeg Act which abolished the

Winnipeg Additional 7nne. Once the Add Zone was abolished, the municipalities

outside of any existing Planning District and without a Development Plan of thei¡ own

fell subject, with regard to land use decision-making, to the Provincial Land Use

policies. At the time this paper was being written, the provincial government was

taking steps to halt all haphazard rural residential development in the fringe a-rea that is

resulting from the abolition of the Additional 7nne. This action affects the municipal

jurisdictions without a Development PIan and encourages them to adopt one.
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FRINGE DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

WINNIPEG FRINGE ISSUES

The purpose of the following section is to discuss the issues that are

recognized as being significant to decision-makers and affecting development in the

fringe region around the City of \Winnipegl.

Regularly, environmental problems relating to any type of development are

analyzed in terms of the impacts they create with respect to the socioeconomic and the

bio-physical environment2. In the following analysis, it is intended to further simplify

the categories within which the issues affecting development decision making are

discussed. The categories within which development issues affecting planning for

development in Winnipeg's fringe will be discussed will include:

l. physical issues;

2. biological issues;

3. social issues; and

4. economic issues.

I The Technical Advisory Committee on Large Lot Unserviced Residential Development in Urban
Fringe Areas, Rural Resiilential Development in the Wínnipeg Region, Province of
Manitoba, May 1990.

2 Davies, Katherine Towards Ecosystem-Based Planning, A Perspective on
Cumulative Envíronmental Effects. Minister of Supply and services Canada, 1991.
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It shall be noted at the outset that the above categonzation of these issues is for

analysis and discussion purposes only. The author recognizes that no single issue

presented is impacted by development totally independent of the others.

Physical attributes of the environment are often referred to as the inrrinsic

qualities of the landscape. Consideration of the intrinsic qualities of a region is

sometimes used to determine the carrying capacity of a land resource unit. Carrying

capacity is a term describing a geographic unit's ability to accommodate some form of
development or set of activities. The analysis of the implications of fringe

development on the physical environment will include consideration of the fixed, non-

living, natural components of the environment. Soils, topography, geology, climate

and the region's water regime will be subject areas covered in this portion of the

discussion.

Biological issues, considered in the context of analyzing the implications of
fringe development, will consider how a proposed change in the built environment

will affect the biosphere - living organisms ranging from the microbes in the soil

contributing to decomposition to the large predator species at the top of the food chain.

Primarily the discussion of biological issues will focus on habitat, the immediate

environment within which an organism interacts.

Human issues should be considered under the biological heading as well, and

not separate from the other animals. But for my purpose, people, systems of human

interaction and what we do to feed and shelter ourselves and support our lifestyle will
be reviewed under separate heading.



Under the title of social issues, I will discuss how human behavior and

activities may be affected by or affect development. Traditionally, differing cultures

have differing world views and attitudes toward the land. In the past, cultural

institutions such as the church have totally controlled development. In the Winnipeg

fringe region today, institutions like the church are far less likely to impact on

decisions affecting the land. But, when we explore those things that affect a person's

sense of community we can see that social factors can play a significant role in where

people chose to live and work.

The section on social issues will include discussion of cultural preferences:

native, non-native, agrarian, urban and education systems.

It would be naive to assume that Economics do not play a major role in

determining the form development takes. The capital cost atfibutable to development;

potential benefits to the developer, the municipaliry involved and adjacent jurisdictions;

market forces and spin off costs of infrastructure development and maintenance are all

strong determinants that will be discussed in this section.

Physical Environment:

The physical characteristics of the geographic unit being described as the

ruraVurban fringe region can affect the form development takes. Examples of notable

physical characteristics in the V/innipeg fringe region would be the Birds Hill esker

formation north-east of the city, the Red and Assiniboine Rivers; the heavy clay soils

and possibly the availability of fresh and abundant sources of water.
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The following is a discussion of the issues attributable to physical conditions

associated with the land. The discussion includes the following topic ateas:

1. Soils;

2. Geology;

3. Climate; and

4. V/ater.

1. Soils:

The soils in an area can affect or be affected by development. Lists of
examples of soil related issues always include soil degradation resulting from water

and wind erosion, contamination by hazardous materials or decreased fertility.

Complete sterilization of the soils productive capacity is common in areas where

intensive urban type development is occurring. Each of the noted examples is an

indication of poor management of development on the land.

Soils have the ability to contribute to development in terms of their support to

an area's potential build-ability. Costs of construction are often directly affected by

subsurface soil conditions. A major portion of a building's costs, ie. the development

of a foundation, services infrastructure and the means of transportation of goods and

services to a site, are affected by the subsurface soil condition. A heavy clay soil

condition, such as that in the Red River Lowlands, warrants a different foundation

design and construction than when a similar building is being erected on glacial till,
silt, gravel or where bed¡ock is in close proximity to the surface. Each of the noted

conditions exist in the V/innipeg fringe region. The form development takes or the

density of its occurrence could ultimately be determined by the soil condition of the

area.



It was noted above that prime agricultural soils are often taken out of
production in o¡der to accommodate urban type development in the fringe region.

Between 1981 and 1986 approximately 55,200 hectares of rural lands were converted

to urban land uses in Canada. Those lands considered as having prime agricultural

capability accounted lor 59Vo of the total area convertedl. In Manitoba 9,114 acres

of farmland were converted to an alternate use through suMivision during 19162.

Winnipeg is surrounded by prime agricultural soils. In fact, Winnipeg's

existence is pafüally anributable to it being a service centre for the development of the

agricultural industry on the prairies in western Canada. If, in Manitoba, the principles

associated with Sustainable Development are to be applied, and if development in

Manitoba is going to be consistent with the Provincial Land Use Policies, productive

agricultural lands must be protected from sterilization of its food producing capacity.

All must agree that the conservation of productive soil is required for the benefit of
"the well-being of the present and future generations of this province and the World"3.

Soil conditions are also significant to decision makers in terms of dealing with

waste disposal. Along with increased density of urban residential, commercial and

industrial development, there are increased demands for land to accommodate liquid,

I Environment, Canada, State of the Environment Fact Sheet, IJrbanization of Rural
Land in Canada, 1986.

2 Manitoba, Department of Municipal Affairs, Subilivision Report, 1976

3 Special Committee on Land Ownership and Use, Report to the Provinciat Land IJse
Committee of Cabinet, 1979.
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solid and hazardous waste disposal facilities. Permeability of the soil is a major

determining factor when siting waste management facilities including municipal and

private liquid waste handling facilities.

In situations where sewer and water infrastructure are not available to

accommodate development, private septic fields are a means of domestic waste

management. In this type of a situation, the density of development must be

determined by the soil's ability to assimilate liquid waste. This issue is of particular

relevance in the area directly north of the city of Winnipeg where the heavy clay soils,

simila¡ to those in the study area of the demonstration project to follow, exist. Many

instances of septic field failure have been recorded there. Each occurrence contributes

to a degradation of the quality of that envi¡onment. Further, each time a field "breaks

out" the ground and surface \Ã/ater quality can potentially be affected. In 1990 and

1991 at least two major development proposals in the Selkirk and Area Planning

District have been denied approval based on the limiting soil conditions.

Groundwater is susceptible to contamination when surface water carrying

contaminants is able percolate through the soil easily. Percolation rate is determined by

the size and density of particles in the soil. Coarse gravel soils allow fast percolation

while heavy clay soils are almost impervious. Groundwater is an important source of
drinking water in most areas of the province and especially in the Winnipeg fringe

region. Its protection therefore warrants consideration. Reaction to this issue often

results in the protection of areas sensitive to development in a region.



Geology:

Geological configurations can also affect the resultant form of development.

Examples of situations where the geology may create an issue affecting development

include:

1. unique landforms offering aesthetic considerations;

2. mineral exraction opportunities;

3. recreation oppornrnity;

4.land use conflicts (mineral extraction vs. residential); and

5. construction considerations.

A unique landform is often the result of a special geological condition and can

attract development when it contributes to a special quality of environment l.

Examples of unique landforms might include rock outcrops such as those in the

Stonewall or Stony Mountain area north of the city of Winnipeg or hill and swail

topography like the Birds Hill Park area north-east of the city. Special geological

conditions such as these may offer economic opportunity as well and the resultant

development. Mineral extraction opportunities or recreational potential may exist in

situations such as in Birds Hill. A special aesthetic attraction may exist due to the

landscape offering privacy or a natural living experience.
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Conversely, the existence of certain geological features and the resultant

topographical conditions can create bariers to development. An example of the noted

situation exists when a mineral deposit fosters industrial activiry, thereby limiting the

area's potential for other types of development such as residences. Mineral extraction

or refining activities inhibit certain types of development in close proximity; thus land

use conflicts crop up. Mineral deposits may be economically benefrcial when

considered in a provincial or a regional context but could be detrimental locally. In a

sin¡adon where a mineral resource is known to exist but is not being exploited,

sterilization of the site for future development has been a recognized problem in

Winnipeg's fringe.

Proximity of bed¡ock to the surface could be a major consideration in terms of
developing land. It is not only the costs attributed to construction of foundations of
buildings that will be implicated when bedrock is close to the surface. The

development of infrastructure, ie; sewer and water and roads could be affected. For

example, in the town of Stonewall, Manitoba, development has been focused toward

lands suitable for agricultural . The seemingly inappropriate focus on area for
development is atributable to a desirability to avoid areas where the limestone bedrock

is close to the surface. The presence of the bedrock close to the surface results in

significantly more cost for sewer and water infrastructure development.

I Bryant, C.R., Russwurm, L.H., and
its Management in the RurallUrban

Mclellan, 4.G., The Cíties
Fringe., London and New

Countryside: Land and
York, Lonqman, 1981.



Climate:

An area's climate contributes to how development will occur. Climate related

issues manifests themselves in terms of costs associated with building construction

and maintenance, the existence of recreational opportunities and associated

developments required to deal with special climactic conditions. The climate of an

area, in terms of its aesthetic appeal, can significantly attract or detract major

developers of industry. Everyone loves a mild and sunny climate.

Physical development in a climate like Winnipeg's requires that water service

piping be buried deep enough to protect it from freezing. When bedrock is close to the

surface the cost to dig deep enough to protect it from frost can be prohibitive. This has

been demonstrated in the Stonewall example. In Winnipeg's situation the moisture

content of the sub-surface clay may contribute to movement and resultant damage to a

buildings subterranean structure. Also, the recent attempts to optimize on passive

solar energy design in homes and reduce transportation costs has led to changes in

street patterns and in some instances is a determinant of subdivision density. These

are all examples of how climate can influence the form of development.

A northern climate can significantly affect building design as well. Climatic

controls and structural requirements needed to keep a building comfortable and safe in

Winnipeg's climate can contribute significantly to its capital and operational cost.

Capital development costs are always considered as part of any development decision.
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Climate can also make an a¡ea attractive for certain activities and therefore offer

development opportunity. Recreational development is very dependent on a

combination of physical and climactic conditions. Winnipeg, with its highly variable

climate and proximity to many natural amenities, is attractive for a number of
recreational types of development. An example of this would be the natural wetlands

around Winnipeg and its proximity with respect to the flyway for major migratory

game bird's . Hunting activities regularly bring many people to the area. The effects

of increased recreational use of the land can be recognized in terrns of effects to

development. A recent example of this is Ducks Unlimited's decision to develop in

Winnipeg's fringe region at Oak Hammock Marsh.

Precipitation is also a contributing factor in terms of development pressure.

Controlling snow accumulations can be both a design consideration and also affect a

development's operational cost. Transportation facilities design and building costs are

affected by drainage requirements which in turn are affected by the frequency of
occurrence and intensity of precipitation events. Flood events are a result of either a

quick snow-melt or an extreme rainfall event. Areas that are flood prone are normally

restricted in terms of their developabilityl.

The existence of The V/innipeg Floodway, which consumes a huge tract of
land to the south, east and north-east of Winnipeg is an example of a land use

development occurring to protect flood prone urban lands.

I City of Winnipeg, Planning Department,
2960/81

Plan lYinnipeg, The City of Winnipeg By-law No.



lVater:

The availability of water, its abundance and quality can seriously encourage or

inhibit development.

To emphasize the importance of water to development, Mr. Lloyd McGinnis,

Chairman of the Intemational Institute for Sustainable Development and President of

Wardrop Engineering Ltd. stated that he fully expects that wars will be waged over

water rights in the not to distant future. This statement was made as part of the

opening presentation at a recent conference of the Western Canada Water and

Wastewater Association in Winnipeg. The water shortage problems being

experienced in southern California in the early 1990's, that are a result of several years

of drought, attest to the severity of water related issues and their effect on existing and

proposed development.

ln 199U1992 the City of Winnipeg is experiencing the pains related to the cost

of maintenance and development of a sustainable water supply for its population. The

necessary upgrades to a very old water supply aqueduct and associated reservoir

development is causing the authorities to explore alternate water supply options. In its

attempts to solve the supply problems, the City is experiencing opposition. Land use

and environmental issues are at the source of the opposition that has been mounted

against the City's proposed solution to the water supply problem.

Water is required for every type of development. Potable water is an essential

requirement for domestic purposes and therefore, a fundamental consideration when

planning for development. The costs associated with providing potable water can
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range significantly from place to place and often can encourage development in one

location in lieu of another. Many industrial processes (wet industries) also require a

dependable source of water to function. Subsequently, when a corporation is making

a siting decision for a proposed new facility, availability of water may be one of the

primary determinants.

Vy'ater quality is always a factor affecting existing or proposed development.

Conversely, water sources can be significantly affected by development. Agricultural

production technology, waste management, erosion control, changes to drainage

patterns and inter and intra-basin transfers of water are all examples of things that can

impact on water quality and therefore on development.

Any siting exercise must necessarily account for both the positive and negative

aspects of consideration of the water issue. Allocation of a water supply and

anticipated impacts to existing sources of private, municipal, industrial or agdcultural

water must be factored into decision-making.

In Manitoba, any private or public development proposal that has the poæntial

of affecting a water supply or the quality of a water source to a existing development

must meet the requirements of two pieces of legislation. The Water Rights Act,

administered by the V/ater Resources Branch of Manitoba Natural Resources,

requires that a Licence must be issued prior to any significant withdrawals occurring

from a water source. The licence is issued after the administration of an approval

process, prescribed under that legislation. Vy'ater Rights licensing is intended to

control the water allocation issue.



Also, prior to any development occurring in Manitoba that has the potential of

creating a significant impact to the environment, a Licence under The Environment

Act is required. Since water a is primary component of the environment, most

developments with the potential to affect water quality requires an Environment Act

Licence. Planning for development in Winnipeg's fringe zone must therefore

incorporate consideration for the requirements under both noted pieces of legislation.

Further discussion of institutional requirements, as they relate to development in the

fringe, is contained in the "Institutional Setting" chapter of this paper.

Biological:

Under the heading "Biological", I will discuss the significance of the naturally

occurring, non-human, living components of the environment. I will do this in terms

of their relationship to development. This discussion will include consideration of
both the terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna. The premise of the following

discussion is that development focused solely on meeting human needs has the

potential of creating serious negative impact on many natural biological systems.

Habitat is the terrn norrnally used to describe that which is most significantly

impacted by human initiated development. Habitat describes the physical and

biological conditions required to provide shelter and nutrients to a single organism

and, by extrapolation, for an entire population. The imperative to protect natural

habitat has been prominent in the media and has been at the source of many

environmental and land use conflicts in the 1970's, 80's and now the 1990's.
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A 1991 paper issued jointly by Environment Canada, North American

Wetlands Conservation Council and The Canadian Council on Ecological Areas

emphasizes the need to protect Canadian ecosystemsl. " Retaining representative

biological as well as physical characteristics and the particular ecosystems of which

they are part is essential to our understanding of life support systems. Perhaps more

fundamental to Canadians is that these areas protect Canada's ecological assets. If we

care for them properly, they will continue to serve not only our social and economic

needs but those of nature's as well.". Both agricultural and industrial development

change natural patterns of habitat through consumption and/or alteration. In terms of

Winnipeg's rural/urban fringe region, and consistent with other Canadian urban

centres, rural residential development creates the greatest threat2.

The development/habitat conflict has at its source the fact that human systems;

the built environment, tend to concentrate things - homogenize land use. Natural

systems, on the other hand, tend toward diversity. In many instances, the greater the

diversity, the more stable the system3. A high level of bio-diversity is a phrase that is

recognized as being descriptive of a preferred situation when describing a healthy

natural habitat.

lTu.ner, 4.M., Rubec, C.D.A., Wiken, E.8., Canadìan Ecosystems Approach to Theír
Conservatíon, Environment Canada, 1991.

2 Bryunt, C.R., The Rural Real Estate Market: An A,natysis of Geographic Patterns
of Structare and Change lYithin an Urban Fringe Environmenf. Vy'aterloo, Department.
of Geography: Publications Series, 1982.

3 Kormondy, E.J., Concepts of Ecotogy, Thìrd Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1984.



Connectivity of habitat in an urban to rural situation is another issue affecting

natural systems . Undeveloped road allowances, riverbanks, creek-beds, and railroad

rights of way can all have a role to play in terrns of connecting areas of natural habitat.

hotection of these linear landscape elements in the rural/urban fringe region deserves

special consideration when planning for development. An example of a design

response to this concept is the establishment of urban "greenway" systems.

An irony exists when considering habitat in the ¡ural/urban fringe region. In

many instances it is the existence of a healthy, diverse ecosystem with a diversity of
habitat that first attracts rural residential development to the fringe. Diversity of
vegetation, fresh clean water and abundant wildlife often contribute to creating the

quality of environment that attracts developmentl. Typical rural residential

development, once established, alters the pattern of vegetation and wildlife habitat and

possibly the quality and quantity of water. It is possible that the patterns can be altered

to such a degree that the quality of the affected environment is changed. Conservation

of habitat must be incorporated into planning exercises affecting the fringe region if the

quality of the environment that is desirable is to be protected.

Recently, the Province of Manitoba has taken positive steps toward protecting

habitat at the province wide scale. The Premiere, during the 1989 election, committed

his government to the implementation of the World Wildlife Fund's Endangered

Spaces Program. Under the terms of this program, l2Vo of all the natural ìandscape
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regions present in Manitoba will gain a protected status. The proposal is consistent

with, and has its roots in the recommendations of the United Nations Report on

Environment and Development, Our Common Futu¡e. This fact emphasizes the need

to include conservation and maintenance of natural systems when planning

development for Winnipeg's fringe region.

Social:

Under this category, systems that have evolved that informally regulate human

behavior will be discussed in terms of their effect on development. This discussion

will include a brief review of the things that control the way people interact with each

other, our attitude toward the land and how that affects how we use it.

How people interact with their environment is governed by many things. A
society's environmental ethic is part of the cultural milieu and certainly part of its

social system. A significant diversity in environmental ethics is demonstrated in

Canada. The predominantly "'Western" society living in the south, exert development

pressure on lands occupied and the resources traditionally used by aboriginal people.

The native people of Canada's north have lived in harmony with the land for
thousands of years. The native environmental ethic is fundamental to their spiritual

being. The indigenous people have never demonstrated a willingness to significantly

alter or manipulate the environment. The traditional Native lifestyle demonstrates a

willingness to live as part of natural systems. Western society, on the other hand,

continually demonstrates a need to control every part of the environment. We do this

whenever we perceive an opportunity for material gain. We call this development!
1 Bryant, C.R., Russwurm, L.H., and Mclellan,4.G., The Cities
its Management in the RurallUrban Fringe., London and New

Countryside: Land and
York, Lonqman, 1981.



Development, in "western" society's terms, does not seem to be consistent or

compatible with native beliefs and traditions. The result is escalating land use conflict.

Social differences are not confined to a north-south comparison or between

native and non-native societies. More relevant to the topic of this paper is the

differences between the social values of rural/agrarian oriented people and those held

by urban or exurban people. This difference is often demonstrated in terms of a

tolerance to the odors generated by agricultural operations or the dust from traffic

along a municipal gravel surface road. Services that are not regularly available to

rural people, such as private telephone lines, emergency response facilities, a variety

of educational options for children and regular police patrol, are often expected by

those moving from an urban environment. The migration of urban oriented people

into a traditional rural community can be held attributable for increased demands for

municipal services and the subsequent increase in municipal service costsl and land

use conflicts.

Demands on school boards to provide adequate space and extended educational

programming grow as an area's population increases and the demographics of that

population change. Demands for French immersion classes can be cited as an example

of this phenomenon. There are costs associated with extending educational

programming and, because those cost are born by all property owners of an area, this

increases the potential for conflict. In areas that are primarily agricultural, the major

1 Community Planning Advisory Branch, Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs. Financial
Analysis of Residential Development: A Case Study for Brighton Township,
1988.
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tax payers are farmers. Farmers own the major land holdings. Rural residents live on

small acreages.

Often industrial operations that tend to be rural in natue can compromise what

otherwise might be considered a desirable environment for rural residential

development. Intensive.livestock operations are always a source of controversy and

conflict in the fringe region of any city. A notable example in the Winnipeg context

was the development of a goose feeding operation in an area primarily surrounded by

rural residences. The development occurred shortly after the developer had his

application for subdivision refused by the municipal authority involved. One can only

assume the development occurred to spite the subdivision refusal. The situation

resulted in a major lobby by the residents of the area to have the goose feeding

operation shut down. Conflicts of this nature are common in the municipalities

surrounding Winnipeg.

The siting and operation of a municipal or industrial waste management facility

has been and will continue to be a problem in the rural/urban fringe region. This is

consistent whether the facility is intended to handie solid, liquid or hazardous waste.

As the public understanding of health risk associated with waste materials increases,

the problem escalates. A list of these types of facilities would include land f,rll sites,

sewage lagoons, sewage treatment plants and hazardous waste management facilities.

Concentration of industrial and residential activity in the city dictates where waste is

generated. The cost of transportation of the waste to a management facility creates the

imperative that the facilities be located in the fringe; close to the source.



The "Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY) syndrome" is commonly understood as

descriptive of the situation that the siting of a facility of this nanlre creates in the minds

of those people potentially affected.

Recreational type development that occurs in close proximity to the city must be given

special consideration. Development pressure around or over a potential recreational

resource, such as a park-like area, has the potential of reducing its recreational

potenrial or even sterilizing it. The residential development of Winnipeg's riverbanks

is an example of this type of situation.

The aesthetic and functional qualities of an existing or proposed park,

wilderness or wildlife management area could be seriously impacted by inappropriate

development. There may even be situations where the traditional users of a

recreational resource will be denied access to a resource that they formerly enjoyed.

This occurs when the resource is developed for public consumption.

Economic:

History dictares that the primary consideration affecting decision-making

affecting development is development related economics. Monetary costs and benefits

associated with a proposed development in the fringe region normally determine its

feasibility for the developer. Cost to the consumer determines the level of demand.

Resultant costs to the municipality in terns of providing services over the long term

must be considered prior to the municipal authority Fanting approval to a proposal.
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The purpose of the following discussion is to review the pertinent issues affecting the

economics of rural/urban fringe region development.

For the developer, the economic considerations that are given prior to deciding

to subdivide and develop a property are focused by benef,rlcost analysis. Costs may

be affected by physical or institutional factors. Physical attributes that affect costs

have been discussed earlier in this chapter. Development requirements imposed by the

institutional approving authorities often escalate the cost of making the developed

property available for marketing. A list of examples of institutional development

requirements might include minimum lot sizes, sewer and water infrastructure

requirements, paved streets, street lighting, provision of greenspace, provision of

storrn d¡ain facilities and possibly landscaping standards.

The benefits to the developer are determined by the market value of the

resultant properties. Those values are dictated by the marketplace. The market for any

given property in an urban fringe context or elsewhere is affected by many factors.

Discussion of those factors is the subject of many studies and beyond the scope of this

paper. For this discussion, the proximity of the property to a commercial centre,

schools, aesthetic amenities, churches and recreational facilities might all be locational

factors affecting value. The state of the national, provincial or even local economies or

interest rates may be external factors affecting demand and therefore value.

Cost to the consumer, as noted above, is normally determined by what the

market will bare. Often the cost of the properties is determined by the level of

demand. Municipal authorities are often very interested in accommodating demand for



development. Municipalities perceive a net benefit in terms of property tax revenue

from rural residential development in the fringel. This may not always be the case

though. The Community Planning Advisory Branch of the Ontario Ministry of

Municipal Affairs in its 1988 study of the subject, determined that, dependent on

circumstance, the property tax payers of a municipality may experience a long-term

negative economic impact as a result new rural residential development2. The costs to

the taxpayer are realized in terms of delivery of municipal services including

education, roads, infrastructure, etc.

From a planning perspective there needs to be more in depth analysis of the

costs atrributable to fringe region development. In the contexí of Winnipeg's fringe,

there are provincial concems and objectives that need to be considered in the decision-

making process. These concerns relate to costs to the broader provincial constituency.

Under certain conditions costs might be incurred by adjacent municipalities or even

provincial taxpayers rather than by local ratepayers.

The economy of adjacent municipalities may be impacted when fringe

development occurs. Examples would include rural residential development occurring

in close proximity to an adjacent and existing urban centre which is itself a separate

municipality. This is exemplified by Winnipeg's fringe situation. When exurban

residents remain dependent on Winnipeg for provision of employment, entertainment

1 nidell, Sread & Associates Ltd. CostlRevenue Analysis and Study of Residential
Development in Selected Rural Municipalities Of Manitba, May, 7973.
2 Community Planning Advisory Branch, Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs. Financial
Analysis of Residential Development: A Cøse Study for Brighton Township,
1988.
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and commerce and thereby benefit from the urban services but don't contribute to its

taxbase, a problem exists.

A further impact can occur when there is population migration and the

associated commercial development follows. In the case of many North American

urban centres there has been an continuing erosion of the Central Business Districts

(CBD) as a result of the suburbanization of urban populations. Cities have a huge

investment in terms of infrastructure in the CBD. Loss of the use of that infrastnrcture

translates into losses in revenue. increased demand for municipal services on the

urban periphery ftanslates into increased costs.

Another issue that is prevalent in the literature pertaining to rural/urban fringe

development is the escalating taxes on adjacent agricultural lands. Property taxes are

levied based upon the appraised value of a property. As lands are converted to urban

type land uses, the associated values increase. Subsequently the adjacent lands, which

may be left in agricultural production, are subjected to higher property taxation. A

common result is that the agricultural properties cannot be farmed profitably due to an

increased tax burden. These properries often fall prey to the developers investment

dollars. This results in a juggernaut effect of land consumption for urban

development.

In the context of analyzing the effects of development at a broader scope,

fringe development can be argued as being an unsustainable land use practice. We

recognize that fringe development is more energy consumptive than traditional urban

development. The costs, in terms of energy consumption, of a commuting population
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is high. The costs are not just incurred in terms of fuel consumption, but also in terrns

of highway maintenance and development, policing and associated automobile costs.

The transportation costs rate very high in the total energy consumption equation.

Canadians are second to none in terms of per capita energy consumption.

SUMMATION:

All of the above issues have been presented for the purpose of analysis. The

discussion highlights that there is a great deal of repetition in the consideration of the

various headings. In fact, all ofthe issues are integrally linked and quite inseparable.

The discussion describes the interactions in a complex system. As in a natural

ecosystem, no one component is entirely independent of any other. understanding

and dealing with a single issue in isolatíon will not suffice in these days of increasing

concern for and awareness of our environmental condition.

Today's challenge is one of integration. Integrating consideration for all of the

sub-components of our environment into decision-making is the challenge which faces

planners seeking strategies and decision-makers guiding development on the

landscape. The fringe region is the "battlefield" upon which the pressures are exerted;

the issues realized and subsequently the test zone for potential solutions. The

remainder of this report will be a demonstration project of an applied methodology

developed to meet the challenge of integration through the use of contemporary

computer technology to test potential soiutions.
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INTRODUCTION:

Part I of this study has provided a summary of the literature dealing wittr the

areas of knowledge that should be understood by a landscape planner. Land use

planning, the tools available to planners and the institutional setting for a planning

exercise should all be clearly understood before a planner could hope to provide

credible assistance to decision-makers or landscape designers.

The land use and resource related issues that are relevant to a situation are often

communicated to the planner at the outset of the exercise. Perhaps other issues will

surface as the planning exercise moves through the various steps. Although many

planning issues are coûìmon to most situations, each region has specific attributes that

need specialized attention. The issues that a¡e relevant in the fringe region around the

City of Winnipeg have been reviewed in the previous chapter.

The planners challenge then , as was stated, is integration. Integrating

consideration of all the issues and the interests of the various stakeholders in planning

decision-malong. The task can be achieved through mastery and application of the

most up-to-date tools and methods available to landscape planners in the nineties.

Part tr of this snrdy is a demonstration project. The project takes a

representative portion of Winnipeg's fringe region and, by using contemporary
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landscape planning methodology and state-of-the-art geographic informaúon systems

technology, tests a set of rural residential and recreation deveþment policies adopted

by ttre local planning auttrority. The project will demonstrate ttrat inægration can be

achieved and that the author has deveþed a mastery of the practical skills required to

apply the landscape planning methodology reviewed in Part I.

Intent of the demonstration project:

The inænt of this study is to demonstrate the use of a computer-aided

landscape planning methodology. It is proposed that the demonsÍated methodology

has the poæntial of managing the plethora of pertinent information available today for

input into a planning exercise and making it available to the decision-making process

in a timely fashion. Further, it has the ability to present land use models of particular

policy or planning decisions for consideration early on in the planning process. I
intend to demonstrate that, through using this methodology as a planning tool,

responsible and informed land use decision-making can be enhanced-

Objectives:

There are two basic objectives of the exercise that can be gleaned from the Intent.

1. To assemble pertinent inforrnation in a format that will make it readily

accessible during ttre planning process to ttrose making decisions.

2. To show, through landscape modeling techniques, how land use models

can be readily generated in a timely fashion to demonstrate to the decision

makers the impact of their planning or policy decisions.
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THE STUDY AREA:

R.M. OF MACDONALD

The R M. of MacDonald is located adjacent to the south-west corner of

the Ciry of IVinnipeg (see figure 5.1). A portion of the Municipaliry's boundary

extends inside the Perimeter Highway and exists within a kilometer or tlvo of the

developed suburbs of the City in Charieswood and Whiteridge. The municipality

is part of the larger landscape unit discussed in this paper; the fringe region of

the Ciry of V/innipeg. Due to its proximity to the City, and other reasons to be

described, the R.M. of represents a good sample of Winnipeg's fringe region.

Subsequently, an area of the municipaliry has been chosen to demonstrate the

effectiveness of using a computer-aided landscape planning methodology to

support land use decision-making with respect to rural residential and recreation

development in V/innipeg's urban fringe contexl

Although V/innipeg has not been subjected to "booms" in its population

growth in recent history, development has continued to spread at a slow rate into

its fringe regionl. In spite of all controls, development has continued to

"leapfrog" (ump the established bounda¡ies) into adjacent municipalities.

1 Instirute of Urban Studies, Urban
of Winnipeg, Winnþg Manitoba.

The R. M. of Macdonaid

The Ciry of WinniPeg

Limit Line: Some Issues (March, 1990), Universiry
Figure 5-1 The R.M. of MacDonald
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, For the past number of years Winnipeg's suburban development was panially Now the municipality is under pressqe to accornmodaæ a level of
,, conrained on the west side by ttre City's enforcement of the Urban Limit Line demand for development to which it had not previously been subjected Further,

,, astablished as part of Plan Winnipeg in 1986. As well, exurban or fringe in an arempt to deal administratively wittr this situation the municipality, in

development has been controlle{ to some extent, by the City's influence over conjunction with the R.M. of Rirchoq has recently had approved a District

planning in the former Additional Zone discussed in the Institutionat Setting Development Plan to guide its fi¡ture physical development.

, "hapær.
THE LA SALLE RIVER CORRIDOR

' IJntil recently the R. M. of had been immune to the pressure to

', accommodaæ rural residential and recreational development. One could expect BryanL Russwurrn and Mclellan in their 1981 book "The Cify's

. the reasons for this to be complex after considering the earlier discussion in ttre Countryside" attribute demand for residential development, as it relates to

. Issues chapter of this paper. Primary consideration in this case, though, would exurbanites and their preference for a place to dwell, to five categories of human

: have to be given to the absence of a potable water source needed to accommodate desire. Those categories are:

: Aevelopment. This water problem is experienced throughout the area to the south - a proximity to natural phenomenon,

': of Winnipeg and west of the Red River. - a greater personal space (privacy),

. -., ñì¡ ôr, ñ ri.i . rr . 1 .. ^, ,-__L___- 
-abetterenvironmentwithinwhichtoraisechild¡en'

r In the R.M. of MacDonald the potable water supply situation has been - a less regulated environment, a¡d

, resolved recently. In an effort to address the agricultural demand for water for - a place to raise animals2.

: irrigation, the domestic demand for potable water, and in order to accornmodate Atl of the land area surounding Winnipeg would satisfy most of the criteria just

: foture development, a project to divert water from the Assiniboine River to the La described. Therefore a question remains, why does one location attract

, Salle River was undertaken by the Province of Manitoba in the 1980's. More development while another does not? The reason is demonstraæd by the list of

r recently, a water treatment faciliry has been built as part of a regional water criteria if we pay attention to the order in which the list is presented

, supply system adjacent to the Village of Sanford, to take advantage of the now

¡ ¿ependable water supply and provide potable ,water for people in the

; municipaliry. The regional waær supply project includes a water distribution

j pipeline that services much of the municipality's developed area-

2. Bryant, C.R., Russwurm, L.H., and Mclællan, 4.G., The Cþ's Countrysíde: Iand and
its Management in thc Ruralll|rban Fringe., London and New York, Longman, 1981.



Dstinct and prominent nanral amenities present in a region will influence

the pattern of development -- ie. a proximity to prominent natural features is an

important consideration when siting development. Winnipeg itself is evidence of

the noæd phenomenon, having developed along the shores of the nvo -ajor
landscape featues; the Red River and the Assiniboine River. It is not suggested

that the rivers'only influence on development was thei¡ aesthetic appeal, but

certainly it has had an enduring impacr The conciusions of the Report on Rural

Residential Development in the Winnipeg Region outlined in the Sening chapter

reinforces this statemenl

The desire of exurbanites to live close to the prominent landscape feanres

within a region is the basis upon which the second decision was made, with

respect to the study area chosen for the demonstration projecf

The area chosen for study is only that portion of the R. M. of through

which the La Salle River flows (see figure 5-2). The assumption made here is

that demand for developable lands will be far greater as we get close to the river.

The La Salle River originates in the R. lvl of Ponage Ia Prairie,

approximaæly five miles southeast of the City of Portage la Prairie. It meanders

eastward roughly paralleüng the Assiniboine River to the north and enters the

R.M. of in the northwest corner of the municipaliry. The La Salle River is a

tributary of the Red River, emptying into it just south of Winrripeg, close to the

Perimeær Highway in the R.M. of Rirchot.
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The river corridor may be cha¡artsrued as the zone with topographic

variation in the otherwise flat monotonous landscape and where the remaining

natu¡al vegetation exists. A further consideration given when deterrnining the

extenr of the study aæa was the first Provincial l-and Use Policy, which dictates

that prime agricuitural land be protected for agricultural production. The Canada

Land Inventoqy, Agriculnml Classification Map demonstrates that the entire

R.M. of has Class 2 and 3 agricultural capability. This Poücy ostensibiy restricts

development consideration within the municipality to the general area shown

shaded in Figure 5-2, titled The La Salle River Corridor.

Figure 5.2 The La Salle River Corridor



STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION:

Biophysical
The La Salle River Corridor in the R. M. of is a small portion of a larger

natural landscape region referred to as the Red River Plain. This larger region is

a clay basin with local flood plains and river levies. The clay basin is a flat

depressional section of the prehistoric Lake Agassiz basin. The outstanding

feature of the Red River Plain is the cha¡acterisúc bnoad flat expanse of terr¿in

which slopes ever so slightly from the south-west to the north-east.

Drainage:

The only natural bneaks in the broad flat plain are the drainage channels

cut into the lacustrine ciays by the Red River and its tributaries. The Assiniboine

River and the La Salle River are examples. In the period since the prairies were

settled an extensive system of drainage ditches have been constructed to augment

the natural drainage, and make more agricultural iand available for cultivation.

These man-made ditches, and ttreir respective spoil banks, have become

noticeable features on the flat iandscape.

Vegeation:

The dominant vegetation types that existed on the clay plain prior to

agricuttural deveþment were tall prairie grass, meadow prairie grass and

meadow grass plant communities. The particularmix of these plant communities

in any geographic iocation was determined at the micro level by ttre climate a¡rd

surface water regime.
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Trees were present on the landscape only as fringe elements delineating a

stream channel. The native species composition present in these areas of riparian

growth is of particular interest because it indicates what was and is suitable for

deveþment of a building site, or can accommodate some other activity. Bur
Oak (Quercus macrocarpa) and Poplar @opulus tremuloides) communities with

an undergrowth of Snowbrr)' (Symphoricarpos accidentalis), Hazel (Corylus

spp.) and Dogwood (Svida stolonifera) commonly occur on the betær dfaind

sites.

Elm (Ibnus americana), Basswood (Titia americana), Cottonwood,

(Populus deltoides), Manitoba Maple (Acer negundo), and Ash (Fraxinus

pennsylvanica) communities with an undergrowth of V/itlow (Salix spp.), ferns

and atlied herbaceous plants are comrnon to the pooriy drained a¡eas and flood

plains. Some shrub species, such as Saskatoon (Amerlanchier alnifolia), High

Bush Clanberry (Vibumum trilobum), Nannyberry (Virbumum lentago) are

commonly found in both types of plant community. Since settiement of the

prairies occurred, the natural vegetation has all but disappeared over the greatest

part of the region, making way for intensive agriculture. The oniy exception to

this rule is in the areas of riparian vegetation and those areas which have

remained poorly dmined.



Wildlife:

The most prominent species of wildlife that can be expecæd to be observed in the

study area would be ttre white tailed deer (Odocoileus virginiana). The number

of this species in the area varies over time. At the time that this paper was written,

area residents reported large herds of deer reguiarly grazrngon forage crops

found adjacent to the bush along the river corridor. White teil deer use the heavy

bush for protection and as cover to accommodate movement on a daily basis.

The panerns of their movement vary annually as well as seasonally3.

Examples of other larger species which are expected to be found in the

area are three types of rabbits, including Eastern Cottontails @ptesicus fuscus),

Snowshoe Hares (Lepus americanus) and White-taiied Jackrabbits (Lepus

townsendü), Badgers (Iaxidea taxus), Beavers (Castor canadensis), Porcupines

@rethizon dorsatum), Striped Skunks (Mephitus mephitus), Raccoons (Procyon

lotor) RedFoxes (Vulpes fulva) and Coyotes (Canis latrans). There are many

smaller, less prominent species like the various types of rodents as well.

Many bird species have been observed to rely on the mame riverine

forests along the bants of the LaSalle River. Among less well lnown species are

V/oodducks (Aix sponsa), Orchard Orioles (Icterus spurius), warblers (sps), and
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the Yellow-tlnoated Vi¡eo (Vireo flavifrons)4. The river forests have been

identified as migratory and feeding habitat for these as well as many other more

commonly recognized species. As well, there are many species of insects, fish,

reptiles and amphibians.

Geology:

The rocks underlying the study area range in age from the Precambrian to

the Cretaceous periods. They are considered to be ancestral rocks; the weathered

re1ics, of which the tansported coverings that now form the overburden of the

foundation rock, along with the varied parent material on which the soils have

developed- Above the Precambrian rock, on which all other formations rest, lie

the limestone and dolomite formations. Together, these form the bedrock for the

study area-

The iocal surface geology is of qpeciai interest. Dynamic prehistoric geotogical

processes are responsible for the marked textural variations in the subsurface

condition in ttre region. Resulting from glaciation during the Pleistocene period,

this region was covered by glacial d¡ift or boulder-till. The boulder-till deposits

range in thickness from less than 20 feetin areas to a depth of 200 feet in others,

and are comprised primarily of materials derived from limestones and igneous

rocks.

4 Cleveland, NJ., Cuttrbert, C.W., Grieef, G.D., Holland, G.E. Horch, P.A. Knapton, R.lV.,
Koes, R-F. Murdoch, N.F., Neily, Vf.P., & Ward, I.A.., Birders Guide to Southeastern
Maniloba, Ecoseries No. 1., Manitoba Natu¡alists' Society, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1980.3 Koonz, B.,'Wildlife Branch, ManitobaNatural Resources, Personal Communication 1991.



As was noæd earlier, the study area lies entirely \¡¡ithin the shorelines of

ÐæÃ ake Agassiz; the prehistoric lake which covered the ManitobaLowlands

during the Pleistocene period- The maærial of the lake bonom was signi-ficantiy

affected during the lake's existence. When the lake was at iS height, the study

arca was as much as 500 feet below the su¡face of the water. The finer materials

that became suspended in the lake were evennrally deposited in the deeper

recesses of the iake bonom- During the time when the lake had receded to the

central lowland region, very fine materials were brought into the water by

süEams and tributary iagoons and deposited in the quiet waters of the lake basin.

Ttre accumulation of these sediments resulæd in the stratification of the lacustrine

deposits that created the flat ciay layer covering the entire study area. The

thickness of the clay layer is as much as 60 feet in some areas.

Soils:

The soils of the srudy area are generally described as the Biackearth

Soils5. Typicatly they are characterized by a black "4" horizon, granular in

structure, high in organic matter which fades gradually to a lime carbonate

accumulation horizon. These soils have been developed primarily under prairie-

grass vegetation. The continuiry of this soil rype is only broken in those treed

a¡eas bordering the meandering stream channels. ln the a¡eas where ttre treed

vegetation has been estabüshed for a long term, the soil profile has been

5 Canada
tilinnipeg
1953.

Department of Agriculrure, Report of the Reconnaissance Soil Survey oJ the

ond *tooß Map Sheet Areas. trAanitoUa Department of Agriculture' Winnipeg'
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modiñed- This is especially true for areas where mature woods occur as a fringe

element on the uplands adjacent to, and along the margins of the large stream

channels.

Soils adjacent to the La Salle River within the treed areas are, as noted

above, dominantly ciay rype soils. Four basic soil types have been identified for

portions of the study area dominated by riparian vegetation. The specifrc

characæristics of these soils are summarized in Table 1. In general all soils are

poor for road constn¡ction, are subject to periodic flooding which reduces

bearing strength, and have severe limi¡¿¡le¡¡5 for construction of septic fields.

This information is based on the 1975 report entitled "Soils of the Winnipeg

Region Study Ar€a".

Soils Series Road Fill Road Locaúon ard fourriâñon C!4!trt{ggl Fields

Fisher Silrv Pmr Subiect to floodine and low bearing Severe

Clay Loam ctenøth when wet

tlodeson S¡lry Poor Subiect to floodine and lioueficarion. vere

3lay Loam low shear sueng¡h I

S¡- Norben Poor ro hish cdtic¿] i

3lav volume chanEe when we! rermiabilirv
lecreases with
.enearcd sau.radon

Seine River Poor Hish shrinlJswell, low bearing Severe with low

31av c¡oaciw when wet. low shear srenflh rermiabiliw

Table I Soil Characteristics



SOCIOECONOMIC:

Existing Land Use:

The vast majority of the study area is currently used for agricultural

production. Generally the land use is dominated by agricultural activities,

including crop production, pouhry, pork and beef feeding operations, and even

an agricultural field test station at one location.

The lands excluded from agricultural production in the area are mostly the

urban centres. There are some light industries, but these are usualiy found in

association with the urban centres. The centres include the villages of Starbuck,

Sanford and LaSalle. As well, there are some treed areas adjacent to the LaSalle

River which are being converted to residential and recreational mixed type land

use. The bulk of the lands that have been deveþed as building sites in the

study are4 rural residential or otherwise, are adjacent to the LaSalle River. This

includes the urban centres noted-

Areas along the river not used for agricultural production generally

correspond to the areas subjected to periodic flooding as defined by the Water

Resources Branch of Manitoba Natural Resources as the 1979 High Water Mark.

However, there a¡e some cultivated fieids that are also subject to periodic floods.

During the five year period between 1986 and 1990, a significant number

of u¡ban type residential lots were approved for suMivision in the R.M. of by the
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Province of Manitoba 6. Most notably these were in the Village of LaSalle area.

During this same perid very few rural residential subdivision applications were

approved. elsewhere. The basis for this kind of land use decision making seems

to be linked to the KingswoodEstates development near the Village of LaSaIle-

When it was approved in 1989, it brought 89 high-end urban residential type lots

onto the market with the potential of 82 more, pending approval. This

developncent is of particular interest in that it inroduced a recreationalhesidential

land use mix to the V/innipeg fringe region.

STUDY METHODOLOGY:

The intent of demonstrating a computer-aided landscape planning methodology

has been previously stated. It was noted that the project would be conducted in

two stages.

Stage I

Stage I of the exercise will involve the compüation of a digital data base

of information pertinent to the decisions that must be made. The digitål database

ó Manitoba Rural Development, Community Development Branch "Annual Subdivßion
Report" 1988 to 1990.



witl accommodate quick access to information on an ongoing basis to the la¡d

use decision-makers.

A digitat data base of a portion of the R.M of ,,vas created in 1989 during

an exercise that was jointly conducted by students and faculty of the Department

of Landscape Architecn¡re and the Deparunent of City Planning at the Univenity

of Manioba- As pa:t of this sfudy, that data base has been reviewed for its

applicability and f¡om it" the foundation of the one to be used in this

demonstration has been formed The resultant data base has been created using

the Map tr map processing software developed in the Deparment of Geography,

University of Manitoba by Micha Pazner, K. Chris Kirby and Nancy Thies and

distributed by John Wiley & Sons.

Before compiling what is considered pertinent information, criteria for the

siting of the proposed development Þpes must be established and analyzed. This

is a fundamental step in ttre landscape pianning process. Bringrng together

geographic inforrnation and organizing it in a digitat forrnat is a time consuming

and subsequently, a costly endeavor. Time spent on making information

avaüable ttrat is not useful in decision making is wasted time. Therefore, careful

analysis of what will be useful to decision makers is øitical at this point in the

planning process.

For the purpose of this study, the newly adopted - RitchotPlanning

Distict Development Pian will be consulted to make the necessary determination.
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The criteria for the siting of rural residential development in the R. M. of

are taken from the policies established for that development qrpe in the noted

DevelopmentPlan. They read as follows:

1. The suMivision of rural residential sites shall be limited to lands along the

La Salle River thatmeet the following criæria:

(a) tlre land is not under cultivæion and should be tree4

(b) not subject to flooding or may be safely flooded under the Depart-

ment of NaUrral Resources, Water Resources Branch Criteriq

(c) site is located along an existing all weatherroad;

(d) no conflict witl be created with agricultural operations;

(e) will not interfere with the orderly expansion of a village centre;

(Ð municipal sen¡ices of a rural residential standafd, including the

future road and bridge System, can be maintained and/or provided

in an efficient manneç and

(g) a high qualify of deveiopment will result from the subdivision.

2. Rural residential a¡eas will be protected through a buffer area which shall

place restrictions on the use of agricultural lands (e.g. livestock operations) in

the vicinity of these areas. Rural residentiai areas will be zoned appropriately

in the ZnnngBy-Law only after the applicant comes foreword with an

acceptabie plan of subdivision that satisfi.es Council's approved siæ planning

and design criteria-



3. Theminimum lot size will be determinedin the ZnnngBy-Law. A siæ should

be large enough to ¿tccommodate approved sewage disposal systems, Provincial

regulations and meet the rural residential siæ criteria established by Council.

4. When approving new suMivisions adjacent to the La Salle River, Council may

require a right-of-way agreement to Fovide legal access for future river and bank

maintenance.

For purposes of exploring the study afea's potential for recreational

development, the poücies established in the Development Plan under the title

"Wildlife" were used. The rational for making this decision will become apparent in

the poiicies themselves. They are as foilows:

1. The Municipality shail designate, as Riverbank Preserve, a band of land at ieast

25 meten (S0 feeÐ wide from the normal water's edge along the entire length of

ttre La Salle River within the Municipality. This Riverbank Preserve should be

maintained in its natural state by the private Foperty owner.

2. Council may, in coordination with the Province, identify poæntial open space

and recreational areas. This may eventually lead to the acquisition of areas, if
needed, by local or provincial government

3. Council shall encourage the preservation of wildlife habitat areas in the

Municipality and the retention of tree cover.
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4. When approving new suMivisions adjacent to the La Salle River, Council

may require a right-of-way ageement to provide legal access for future river

and bank rnainæ¡¡1çs.

Inventory:

Two a¡eas of biophysical information are deemed pertinent to decision-

making with respect to ru¡al residential and recreational development in the study

¿ìrea; ,water and vegetation This determination has been made by analyzing the

criteria outüned above. Soils information is also important in terms of policy

making in this context but, because of the homogeneous nature of the soils

throughout the sfudy area, there is no reason to consider soils in a spatial context

as parr of this exercise. Soils will affect the form development takes in the study

area but it will not affect where development occurs.

Topography will not be considered in this exercise for a simila¡ reason.

There is üttle va¡iation in surface elevation throughout the study area except for

those areas adjacent to the La Salle River. The elevation of a particular land

parcel is pertinent to decision-making only when thatparcel is below the noted

lgTg¡ltghWater Mark or where flooding occurs. For the purpose of ttris study,

floodrisk will be considered as a water related issue and therefore a Dgital

Elevation Model (DEM) was not created-



In this study, there are far more attributes of the landscape that are

impacting on decision-making, with respect to the siting criteria defined eatlier,

that can b categoized as socioeconomic. Existing land use, transportation and

delivery of municipal services in the study area are all a¡eas of information that

must be represented in the proposed data base.

BIOPHYSICAL:

Waæn

The water related information that is considered relevant" in terrns of the

decisions affecting ru¡al residential and rec¡eational deveþment in the study

area, come from nvo Sepalate sources. First, the Water ReSources BranCh of

Manitoba Natural Resources has a drain designation system upon which they

have based "Watershed Maps" depicting most streams in the prolince; and

second, flood risk mapping exists for the study area from several sources.

The information in the Water Classed map layer of the inventory was

taken from four separaæ Watershed Maps prepared by Water Resou¡ces Branch,

Manitoba Natural Resources . These include:

1. Plan of Lower La Salle River Watershed and Adjacent Areas;

2. Plan of UpperLa Salle RiverWatershed;

3. PIan of Norquay Channel Watershed;

4. Plan òf fing Drain Watershed.
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The Plan of Lower La Salle River Watershed shows the drain

designations for the sEeams and drains in the geatest portion of the study area.

Its drainage area begins near the Hampson Dam on the l-a Salle River in the

south-west quarter of Section 10, Township 9, Range I WPM, which is about

hatf way berween the villages of Sanford and Startuck, and extends downstream

to a point where the La Salle River empties into the Red River which is just south

of St. Norbert.

The Plan of UpperLa Salle River Watershed shows the streams directly

upstream of the Study Area including the main channel of the La Salie River.

This Watershed Map is mostly outside of the R.M. of but these streanls deliver

the water to the north-west corner of the municipality.

The Plan of Norquay Channel Watershed shows the drain designations for

streams in an area where the flow is into the main channel of the La Salle River

beginning in the north-west quarter of Section 4, Township 10, Range 2 WPM,

approximately t/Zmilenøth of where the I-a Satle enters the municipality and

ending downstream at where the La Salie River enters the Lower La Salie River

Watershed at the Hampson Dam.

The Plan of King Drain Watershed shows a small area (62.0 sq. mils5) sf

all man-made drains in ttrç south-west comer of the study area- The water from

this watershed is delivered into the La Salle River via the Manness Drain in the

south-west corner of Section 10, Township 8, Range l EPM approximately 1.5

milss upsgsam of the Lewko Dam.



The information on the FloodRisk map layer of the Inventory was

derived from three separate sources. First, areas that are periodically subjecæd to

flood.ing and a¡e adjacent to the communities in the Study A¡ea were mapped in

1982 under a Canada-Manitoba Flood Damage Agreement . Second, the a¡ea

flooded during the 1950 flood event have been mapped by Manitoba Natu¡al

Resources. Finally, Municipal Ptanning Branch of Manitoba Rural

Deveþment, did a series of detailed maps in 1990 including the Study Area, as

pa::t of an analysis of development in the R.M. of.

The Flood Risk Map, Starbuck Area, Sanford Area and La Salle Area

was done at a scale of 1:10,000 jointly by the Inland Waters Directorate,

Environment Canada and the Deparrnent of Natural Resources in Manitoba- The

information on these maps was derived from the National Topographic System

1:50,000 scale maps with upgrading from 1:20,000 fiood risk maps held by the

R.M. of. Each individual base map was produced from aerial photography

flown in May of 1979. The aerial photography of the 1979 flood event in the

R.M. of was taken on behalf of the municipality. In a 1991 exercise conducted

by the Municipal Pianning Branch, Portage laPrai¡ie office, a set of maps

indicating the extent of flooding in the spring of L979 was drawn at a scale of 1

inch = 1200 feer This set of maps was used to upgrade the 1989 Fiood Risk

map layer.
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Vegeation:

The digital Vegetation Map used for this exercise is essentially the same

one as the map layer created by the students at the Universiry of Mani6ba in

1989. The original map was checked against the maps qeated by the Municipat

pianning Branch in 1991. This was done to verify weather or not the inforrnation

was curent. The student's digltal map was origina[y created using forest cover

maps supplied by Forestry Branch of Manitoba Natural Resouces. They were

d¡awn using aerial photography flown in 1982 as a base.

SOCIOECONOMC:

LandUse:

The Land Use Map in the inventory used for this study was derived f¡om

several sources. The Highways Branch of Manitoba Highways and

Tranqportation has maps available for all developed a¡eas in the province. These

maps use symbols to show 41 different types of deveþment that regularly exist.

The General Highway Map of the R.M. of, creaæd n 1977 by the Planning and

Design Office of the Department of Highways' was consulted to create the

original digltal map for the Study Area in 1989. The forest cover maps' refened

to above in the Vegetation section, also show the areas where development exist

and the type of land çover on undeveloped lands. These were reviewed to

confirm specific locations for the various development t)?es that were



symblized on the Highways Map and to discern the land cover type for

agriculn:ral lands. The finished digt¿l map was then compared to the more

detailed and current information on the maps created by the Municþal Planning

Branch during their 1991 exercise.

Transportation:

The Transportation Map in the inventory is essentially the same as the

map layer created by the students at the University of Manitoba in 1989. The

information was gleaned from The General Highway Map of the R.M. of created

in 1977 by the Ptanning and Design Ofñce of the Deparunent of Highways. This

map clearly indicates alt the mnsportation facilities that exist in the R.M. of.

Services:

Services in the R.M. of are provided by all of the major utilities.

Manitoba Hydro, Manitoba Telephone System, Centra Gas and the R.M. all

suppiy their respective sewices to the residents, industries and commercial

facilities in the study afea. The R.M. of, through the Unincorporated Village

Districts Councils for l¿Salle, Sanford and Starbuck, supplies varying levels of

water supply and sewage and land frll waste management services. The maps

referred to in the above sections were all consulted to locate and map the various

facilities that exist throughout ttre study area.
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The describ€d digltal data base is depicted in the following six color

1. Flood Risk Map

2.LandUse Map

3. Streams Map

4. Transportation Map

5. Utilities Map

6. Vegetation Map

maps.
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The maps in this report are not illusnative of the benefits that accrue STAGE tr:

: from having such a database, but rather are included for presentation pu¡poses

. only. The attributes associated with each layer of information in the inventory Stage tr of the demonstration project will involve creating new

of the Study Area a¡e depicted in the respective map's legend. The legend information for use in the decision making process. The ability to generate new

' provides the color that can be used to identify the parcels on the map within information is that which distinguishes a true Geographic Information

which each auribute can be located. Each parcel of land represents a single System-1 It will be demonstrated that this new information can be generated in

¡ectÍue of the study area. The existence of these maps, available in a fast and a timely fashion through the application of landscape modeling techniques

, easily accessed format, satisfies Objective #1 identified at the beginning of this using the "Map II" map processing softwa¡e.

study.

Analysis:
I gsing a Macintosh computer and the Map tr softwa¡e program crcated

' at the University of Manitoba, this information can be rerieved quickly, Toward achieving Goal #2 of this study, a careful analysis of the criteria

. making it available for viewing, measuring and isolating specific attribuæs or for evaluation of the development potential for the proposed land use relative to

. r analysis. The benefits don't accrue from having access to the static the pertinent information in the database is necessary. Lyle's method for

: hardcopy paper maps which are the traditional output from an exercise of this accommodating this type of analysis is by using a matrix to graphically

: nature. Rather, the true benefits can only be reahzed by the ability to keep this illustrate the interrelationships.

i information current through the editing capabilities of the software, the abiliry

, to access the curent information quickly on the computer at any point in time, The foltowing matrices have been produced by listing the evaluation

, and the ability to view the information in an understandable form as determined criteria estabüshed by the decision makers along the vertical axis of the matrix

, by the needs of the situation, the preference of the viewer and the many output and the atributes of the various layers of information in the inventory along the
t 

capabilities of the progam- horizontal axis. Symbols are then used to indicate the type of relationship that

each policy statement has with the va¡ious mapped atributes.

1 Bogaers M.J.M., Kraak MJ.. , "GIS /LISTåeory, Methods anilTechniques" inFkistics,
September/October 1989.
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Modeling management actions, and provide methds of testing goals and strategies.3

Three basic types of models have been identified.4 Each would fit into Lyle's

The matrices provide a graphic representarion of the interaction of the Modeling and Possibilities Stages. They are as follows:

policy staremenrs and siting criteria with the various attributes of the land that

a¡e stored in the mapped inventory. Further, they provide information that is 1. Descriptive Models

necessary for the creation of a model to graphically represent the potential 2. Predictive Models

outcome of applying any one of, or the whole series of policy options 3. Decisive Models

presented.

It was nored earlier in this paper that the distinct quality that identifies a Descriptive Models:

Geographic Inforrration System relative ¡e simple data management systems or

computer aided graphic tools is a system's ability to generate new information.

New inforrnation is generated through the application of the geograþhic

information system's operational too1s. These tools enable the computer to

analyze the data that exists in the mapped inventory and communicate the

results of the analysis through the medium of a graphic model.

Models are structured, repeatable, and selective approximations of the

real world which are developed and employed to gather, synthesize and analyze

data and information.2 Thry are useful in many aspects of land use decision

making. They help in assessing the søæ of the environment, predicting the

outcome of applying policies and comparing the results of land related

Descriptive models portray abstractions of the real world. They include

maps and scale models and usually reprcsent a synthesis of data and

information. Historically, descriptive models have been emphasized most,

whereby parameters a¡e identified which humans perceive to be the most

representative of the real world.S

3 Kessel, S.R.,Gradi¿nt Moitcllhg: Rcsoutce anil Fire Managemenr Springer-Verlag, New York,
N.Y.,1979.

4 torlin, D.C., Geogmphic hformatÍon Sysferzs anrt Canogmphic Modelling,hentice-[Iall:
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1990.

5 Gelinas, R., Defmition,Cluracterßtfus øndTypes of MoilelsrCanada Communication on

Ilabitat Canada, Ottawa 1991. Environment Reporting, Environment Canada Ottawa 1988.
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6. they are applicable over all or most of the species

Predictive Models: range or adaptable to meet the objectives.

Decisive Models:

Predictive models are those that are based on attempts to describe what

might be expected to occur under a given set of conditions. They usually Decisive models identify specific options respecting a preferred course of

require input from data that was created in a descriptive model framework. action or response under a specific set of conditions. A decisive model would

likely rely on data derived in both descriptive and predictive models. Formal

A list of examples of predictive models would logically include simulation description and application of decisive models, in part, have evolved as a result of

models created to demonstraæ the results of development decision making and significant advances in the field of a¡tificiat intelligence @xpert Systems)i.

deal with the complex questions about human initiated impacts on the

environment. Mosher et al. ídentrfy the following six criteria describing ideal These three types of models are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

predictive models6: Conûemporary models, including the models created in this exercise, would

contain aspects of all three. With respect to V/innipeg's fringe region, a model

1. they accurately predict (807o of the time) the result will normally be a thematic map highlighting areas of the study region that

of the action or condition; meet the objectives of the evaluation criteria that formed the basis for the

Z.they are easy to parameterize; analysis.

3. they contain variables which can be measured and understood;

4. they contain parameters which are compatibte rvith In order to demonstrate how the analysis is accompüshed for this

èxisting research and management prcgrams; exercise, an explanation of the Map tr data structure and its operational tools

5. they contain p¿ìrÍüreters or variables which a¡e will be necessary.

important in the description of the ¡esource; and

: 6 Mosher, J. 4., Tiû.¡s, K., Fuller, ML., Developing a Prøctical Model to Predìct Nesting Habíøt of

I Wisconson, 1986. HabitatCanadå,Oaawa 1991.
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Map II Data Structure:

Map tr is a map processor softwa¡e package that stores information in a

raster data stn¡cture. The Map tr softwa¡e package fi.ts many of the descriptions

of what is recognized as Geographic Information System softwa¡e and has its

true strength in its data analysis and graphics presentation capability.

The term raster data stn¡cture describes both the way in which the

information is stored and the format of the graphic image that is presented by

the package. A raster image is one that is broken down into a grid-work. Each

square of the grid has attribute information, color for example, assigned to it.

Beiow is an exâmple of a familia¡ image abstracted into a raster format.

A raster format map is an alray of square cells, each cell representing a

specific area of the earth's surface. The representative size of each grid celi

determines the ievel of absraction of the model. In terms of geographic

information systems technology, the degree of abstraction is referred to as the

resolution of the map imags. Information is stored by "taggrng" thematic

attributes described in text to each grid ceil in order to represent a condition that

exists within or on that location on the ea¡th's surface.

The graphic image is created through assigning a color anribute to each

of the cells, thereby accommodating visual recognition of each specific

attribuæ on the map. The patfern created by the mosaic of individual cells will,

when the image is viewed from a distance, be recognizable as representative of

the mapped a¡ea. The following rastel absUaction of a familiar imase

demonstrates the princiPle.

Figure 5.3 Raster Image



The myriad of information is then compiled by creating many thematic

layers representing the common geogaphic region. Examples used in this

exercise include the six map layers cfeated and presented in the Inventory

section of this paper.

1. Flood Risk Map

Z.LudUse Map

3. Streams Map

4. Transportation Map

5. Utilities Map

6. Vegetation Map

The thematic iayers are arranged in a vertical array of the raster images

as is demonstrated graphically beiow:

Map layer #1

Map layer #2
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Each cell i¡ the raster image has an assigned numeric attribute. It is

through the arithmetic or algebraic manipulation of the numeric attributes

assigned to the grid ceils that the modeüng (information generation) is

accomplished. The Map tr software has the ability ¡9 perform rnany

manipuiations and computations of these numeric attributes. They are referred

to as Inap operations.

These operations and thei¡ syntax a¡e based on the Map Algebra

developed by C.Dana Tomlin. Map operations are text based transformations

that create new maps by nanipulating the values of existing mapsS' Map

operations can be gouped together as local overlay operations, focal

operations, zonal operations, and map geometry operations.

Local overlay operations include operations for which the resulting cell

values are independent of cell location. They can be used for explicit

reclassification of map zones, for map arithmetic (e.g., averaging, overiay

formulas, finding maxima and minirna), and map superimposition.

Focal operations are those for which the output values are dependent on

cell values in a deñned neighborhood These include operations that compute

terrain cha¡acteristics such as gradient and orientation, and moving window

filtering operations.

8 paz¡er, M., Kirby, K.C., Thies, N ., Map II Map Processor, A Geogmphic Infomution Sysæmfor
the Møcintosh: Reierence. John V/iley and Sons, New York, D89.

Map iayer #3



TnnaToperations produce output maps in which values depend on regional

values. These include operations to determine viewsheds, operations on legend

categories, region tallyrng or cross tabulations, and z¡nal measurement

operations.

Map geometry operations ale used to geometrically rectify maps by

gfid sampling, grid alignment, grid rotation, grid resizing, and stretching or

rubber-sheeting.

The array of cells that results from a singie or a series of manipulations

will have the resultant respective numeric attributes assigned to each cell. Once

created, a new layer can be interpreted, provided with appropriate color

attributes and presented as new information for review. This all can be

accomplished in a short period of time to answer "what if' questions when a

land use decision is being considered.
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Rural Residentiat in the La Salle River Corridor:

The following landscape modeling exercise will demonstrate how the

Map tr progçrm can be used to create and present maps representing the

potential results of applying the policies described above and the site criteria for

rural residential development that are contained in the MacDonald/Ritchot

District Development Plan. A flow diagram of the Map tr operations

perfomred to create the resulting map and the assumptions made with respect to

interpreting the policies is provided prior to the map representing each model.
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Rural Residential Criteria lc:

Sites along the La Salle River that are located along an existing all-weatherroad.

Intrepretation: Sites \¡dthin a200 meter (2 cell) bufer of existing all weather roads. Sites closer to the road will be given a higher pno¡ity than the siæs in the extremities
of the buffer. Siæs adjacent to partially developed roads will be give some value in terms of deveþability for rural residences

Recode to assign the
appropriate numeric values

Recode to isolate existing
all-weather roads

Spread tÐ "2" to create
a buffer of 2 cell units
along each roadway

Cover to orovide the

-

map lor
R.R. lc

Recode to assign the
appropriate ¡r r m s¡iç values

Recode to isolate existing
pffiffiy developed roadl

Spread to "2" to create
a buffer of 2 cell units
along each roadway
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Rural Residential Policy 1(g): Lands along the I¿ Salle River on which, when developed forrural residences, a high quality of development
will result from the subdivision.

Interpretation:

The lands that would satisfy this policy statement would be those that have a high level of intrinsic value; P91iti1'9
natural attributes, and are not negãtiveiy impaaed by proximity to incompatible land uses that are not identified in
the previous policy statements.

Recode to isolate all
parcels with natural
vegetation and assign a
value ratine 1-3

Compute to add the three
resultant maps to generate
the Intrinsic Quaüties Map

Recode to assign
numeric value rating 1-3
based on proximity to the
stream chan¡el

Spread to"2" to create a
buffer of 2 cell units
along each natural streâm
channel

Recode to isolate all
parcels with natu¡al
streams

Recode to assign
numeric value rating 1-3
based on proximity to the
supportive land use

Spread to"6" to greate a
buffer of 6 cell units
along each natural streâm
channel

Recode to isolaæ all
parcels with compatible
and mutually supportive
land use





Compute to add ttre
Intrinsic Value map ro
senerate the
Úalue Added MaP (1-12)

@þ.to assign
numeric rating of 1-3 to
assign vale dependent on
oroximiw to the sen¡ice

Soread to"32" to create a
buffer of 32 cell units
along each transmission
line

Recode to isolate all
parceis with wæer
distribution prpeline

Recode to assign
numeric ratingof void to
all cells in the buffer zone

Spred to"2" to create a
buffer of 2 cell units
along each transmission
line

Recode to isolate all
parceis with transmission
line corridors

Computeto eliminate
all cells with incomPatible
land use from con

Recode to assign
numeric rating of void to
all cells in the buffer zone

Spread to"8" to create a
buffer of 8 cell units
around each facility

Recode to isolate all
parcels with sewage
lagoons and landfrll sites

Recode to assign
numeric rating of void to
all ceils with a pipeline

Recode to isolate aI
parcels with major
petroieum pipeline
corridon File #

R.R. 1g
(Desireability Index)
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Rural Residential Development Capability

;i&r*iti" policy Staæment 1. This infonäatioriwould be oi inìo.rt rc É"ttt poælqrl dévelopøs and the decision maken in determining the extent to which

appiyrng deductive reasoning; beginning;ãörí.ä; i;di;;dürtt trtoi. rã¿r *ith-dgñq""litãévetopmentpotential anã eüminating ùe parcels thæ would not satisfy the

restrictive policy stateÍEnts.

Carnpgp to eliminaæ all
those cells identifred in the
Flood Risk Map; (RR 1b)
and segregate those Parceis
that have some flood risk
but a¡e developabie

to add value to all
those cells identified along
the developed roads

(RR lc)

þ¡gæ.to eüminate all
those celis identified in the
Agricuttuml Conflict Map

(RR id)

Compute to eliminaæ all
those cells identified in the
urban buffen Map

(RR 1e)

Rural Residential
Desireability Map

Rural Residential
Map

C-ompuæ to eüminate all
those parcels under
cuitivation (RR 1a)
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Rural Residential Policy 3.

The minimum lot size should be large enough ûo ¿ìccommodaæ an app,roved sewage disposal system a¡d meet all other provincial regulæions.

ManitobaEnvironment has established the limit for minimum lot size as two acres for a¡eas with similar soils conditions- Therefore, all cells in the data base would

poæntially qualify as large enough. No model has been generated for this policy statement.
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Potential Open Space or Recreational Areas: Lands in the srudy area that may be conside¡ed by the province or the municipaliry for identification as having

Open Space or Reseation Development capability.

Rcæde to isolate existing
cells with natural

to isolate existing
cells with transmission

lines

Soread to "2" to create
a buffer of 2 cell units
along each transmission
line

iate numeric values

numeric values

Spread to "8" to create
a buffer of 8 cell units
around each watse disposal
ground and sewage lagoon

Recode to isolate existing
cells with sewage lagoons
and with la¡dflll sites

vegetation to Provide
the map for
Recreation Potential

appropriate numeric values
Spread to "2" to create
a buffer of 2 cell units
a¡ound each developed
site

Recode to isolate existing
urban and rural residential

siæs; minor conflict

Recode.to assign the
appropriate numeric values

Spread to "8" to create
a buffer of 8 cell units
around each iivestock
production facility

Recode to isoiate eústing
land uses that create a
poæntial najor conflicq
iivestock prod. facilities
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CONCLUSION

The primary objective of landscape planning is to provide a logical and

informed foundation upon which responsible deveþmentrelated decisions affecting

land and other resources can be reached.

Over the past number of years the need for planning has increased due to

intensifying competition for dwindling land, \ilater, biological and energy resources,

and a public demand to protect threatened environments. As well, contemporary

resource management issues a¡e diverse in both type and scope adding to the

complexity of the planning exercise. The issues range from global in scale such as

desertification, loss of the fish stocks, the effects of global warming and the loss of

old-growth rainforests, all the \ilay to local problems like ttre filling of wetlands as

small as one or two acres at the edge of a city.

Who does the Planning:

Who is doing the planning is arelevant question at this point. Its relevant

because landscape planners need to lnow whatrole they play in the decision-making

process. The earlier discussion regarding land use planning and also the Institutional

Sening chapter of this paper demonstrate ttrat it is not normally the professional

planners who make the planning decisions. In fact, in contemporary society, most

planning decisions are made by the officers of major corporations, govemment

strategists, leaders of institutions and various other organizations, including citizens'

groups. These a¡e the people on steering committees and municipal councils.
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Professional planners usually act in a technical advisory capacity to the decision-

makers, providing information, forecasting futures, presenting alternative strategies

and projecting the impact of the implementation of the different courses of action.

Landscape Planning Activities

Three broadty defined areas of activity are associated with contemporary

landscape planning - decision-making, technical planning and landscape design.

Decision-making:

Throughout this paper, it has been emphasized that responsible decision-

making with respect to how resources are managed was the ultim¿1s goal of landscape

planning. The early chapters reviewed how, in the past, decisions affecting

development on the Canadian urban and rural landscape have been reached. The

formal decision-making process involves those activities which are usually caried out

by formally appointed entities like planning commissions and cabinet committees.

Among ttre activities commonly undertaken during these processes are reviews of

technical information, alternatives and policy parameters, along with detailed

assessment of all recommendations being put fonvard by the va¡ious stakeholders.



Technical Planning:

Technical planning activities are those that involve various processes and

services used in support of both decision-making and landscape design. The

preceding demonstration project would qualify as a technical planning exercise. These

activities are usually caried out by a multi-disciplinary team on behalf of a

stakeholders group. The multi-disciplinary team can have participants from many

fields, including biology, ecology, geology, agronomy, cultural geography,

economics, archaeology, architecture, landscape architecture, engineering and

sociology. The team's activities are usually focused and coordinated by a professional

planner. The outcome of a technical planning exercise is norrrally a compilation of

technical inforrnation in association with recommendations, without commitment to

any action.

Landscape Design:

Once information has been compiled, recommendations analyzú, and decisions

made, one moves to the arena of design. Landscape design entails the formulation of

plans to translate planning decisions reached into components of the built

environment. The design process may involve building on information gathered, and

possibly returning to the decision-makers for additional approval of detailed plans as

they evolve. For example, the information generated in the demonstration portion of

this study could be used as a course layer of foundation information upon which a

landscape design project could begin. At a minimum, the infomration would be useful
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in terms of providing locations to explore for deveþment potential for the tlpes of

land uses modeled for.

Primarily,landscape design involves grving fomt, that can be experiencedon

the landscape, to planning decisions. Planning for development, therefore, is not a

linear sequence of events but rather an iterative process of exploration. We learn as

we do. V/e do as we learn.

The La Salle River Corridor Study:

The demonstration project that forms Part tr of this study would be considered

an exercise in technical planning. The information that was compiled in the inventory

is largely technical in nanue. The modeling exercise that was done with the computer

using the Map tr map processing soft'ware is highly technical. In a commercial

application of this type, the resulting information would be presenæd to a formal

decision-making body, such as a council of elected municipal officials, for

consideration. For the study area chosen in the demonstration project, the

MacDonald/Riæhot Planning Dstrict Board would ultimately decide any deveþment

direction to be taken within their jurisdiction.

At this juncture some wealcnesses in the demonstration project presented in

Part tr of the study can be identified. Although the information covered in ttre project

was highly technical in nature, there was no interdisciplinary team assisting the author

throughout the exercise.



To give a study of this type professional credibility, a team of appropriate experts

would be required to provide on-going advice and consultation to the landscape

planner who would be acting as the team coordinator.

kr addition to the lack of an inærdisciplinary æam, the biophysical and

socioeconomic information used thrcughout the exercise was not appropriately

verified by the author. In the profession, the term used to describe the process of

verification of geographic information is groundtruthing. Time and economic

constraints prohibited the author's ability to conduct the fieldwork that would be

required to groundtuth all the sources of inforrnation used in the demonsuation

project. Since an assumption wÍts made that the information in the inventory was

accurate prior to using it to generate the compuær models, the models could be flawed

as a result. Therefore, anyone wishing to use the results of the modeling exercise

would logically need to be cautioned as to its applicability.

Computer-Assisted Landscape Planning:

The computer has become an integral component of society. Its usefulness has

spread throughout all sectors of our economic and social life. The demonsEation

project component of this study demonstrates a practical application of the landscape

planning methodology using contemporary computer æchnology.

Often, assumptions reached along the way in a planning exercise become the

foundation upon which decisions are reached. Also often, there is no way of
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returning to analyze the assumptions reached. It has been demonstrated that the

comput€r-assisted landscape planning method has the ability to make the people

making assumptions and the models that result from the exercises accountable. This is

to say that the assumptions made, and their effects, become apparent for those who

choose to undertake simple analysis.

Models demonstrating the potential outcome of ptanning and policy decisions

must be easily accessible during the various portions of the planning process. A

municipal or district development plan is put together over a period of time. Planners

will bring information to a municipal council or a district deveþment board ûumy

times before consensus is reached and approval achieved- Computer modeling is a

tool that accommodates returning to test alternatives many times over a prolonged

period. This is an important attribute of the çormputer as a planning tool. Testing and

re-testing plan alternatives and policy decisions is made possible without the expenses

that may have inhibited planners and councils in the past.

Results of the Application of Landscape Planning:

We all understand that decision-makers are pressured to approve residential

and recreational development on lands that are not necessarily suitable for that type of

development, and that a planning authority's ¿rccess to pertinent and cunent

information and relevant analysis of potential impacts of their planning decisions

affecting the land are often not available in a timely and understandable fashion.
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This study has demonsmæd how computer-assisted landscape planning can be

useful in resolving residential and recreational development pressures in a fringe

region of the City of Winnipeg. It has been shown that the computer-assisæd

landscape planning method has the potential of managing the plethora of pertinent

information available today, and further that it has the ability to present inforrnation in

an understandable format to the decision-makers. Finally, the computer's ability to

present models of the potential outcome of various policy or planning decisions has

been demonsmted. Thus, through the application of the computer-aided landscape

planning method, responsible and informed land use and resource nümagement

decision-malong can be enhanced.
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CRITERIA

Rural Residential

Criteria #1. River corridor properties

#1a. not cultivated
#l b. no flooclinq

#l c. near road
#ld. no ac¡ncultural confllct
#l e. no village interference
#l f. rural resrclenüal standard

#1g. high quality development

Criteria #2. Protected buffers from Agr.

Criteria #3. Minimum lot size

Criteria#4 Rights of Way agreernents

Recreation

Criteria #1 Riverbank Reserve

Crileria #? Recreational Areas

Criteria #3 Wildlife Habitat

Criteria #4 Rights of Way Agreement
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Rural Residential

Criteria #'1. River corridor properties

#1a- not cultivated

Criteria #2. Protected buffers

Criteria #3. Minimum lot size

Criteria #4 Rights of Way agreements

Recreation

Criteria #1 Riverbank Reserve

Cntena #2 Recr:eational Areas

Criteria #4 Rights of Way Agreement


